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CHAPTER I:  INTRODUCTION: ANTIBODY-DRUG CONJUGATES- STABILITY AND FORMULATION  1 WHAT ARE ANTIBODY-DRUG CONJUGATES?  The use of antibodies in cancer treatment has led to a tremendous increase in therapeutic possibilities [1-3]. Antibodies demonstrate little off-targeted toxicity due to their selective binding of the antigen or antigen-positive cells, respectively. However, antibodies are often not potent enough to efficiently combat a tumor [4]. Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) combine the benefits of an antibody and a cytotoxic agent, which enhances the efficacy and selectivity for tumor cell killing [5]. Once the antibody specifically binds to the target receptor of a cell, the ADC may be internalized and the cytotoxic agent released, leading to cell death (Figure I- 1) [6-8]. ADCs can thus be considered as advanced drug delivery systems [9]. This concept had already been discussed in the 1970s, but initial trials in the 1980s had a lack of success [4, 10] with b96-doxorubicin [11] and desacetylvinblastine [12] as payloads. A) 
Figure I- 1: A) Basic concept of an ADC, adapted from [13]. B) Primary mechanism of action [6]. Solid lines depict cell death through receptor-mediated endocytosis and dashed lines through external drug release. Since the approval of Mylotarg® (Gemtuzumab ozogamicin) in 2000 and later Adcetris® (brentuximab vedotin), Kadcyla® (trastuzumab emtansine), and most recently Bespona® (inotuzumab ozogamicin), research has flourished [4, 14, 15]. Sales are expected to multiply, as the market was valued at USD 1.3 Bn in 2015 and is predicted to increase up to USD 29.3 Bn by 2022 [16, 17]. Yet, of the more than 50 ADCs in clinical development, most are still in the pilot stages [18-20]. Different factors challenge the success of this payload delivery system, e.g. payload internalization, expression of the target antigen on tumor tissue, extra- as well as intracellular linker stability and the correct payload for the tumor to be addressed [21, 22].  
B) 
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With respect to antigen binding, the ADC should act like the parent antibody [9]. Conjugation may change the pharmacological properties of the antibodies, for example the mean half-life of trastuzumab is reduced from 28.5 to 6 days upon conjugation with emtansine [2, 23]. Bender et al. have demonstrated faster ADC clearance compared to mAb clearance because of deconjugation which involves antibody degradation [24]. Only 1.56 % of the administered payload reaches the target cells if each step in the ADC mechanism is 50 % efficient [13]. The actual uptake is assumed to be even lower [25]. A compromise for the number of drugs per antibody is typically needed for the highest possible cytotoxicity and the highest possible stability of the antibody [9]. A number of two to four drugs per antibody is considered to generate the best therapeutic window [9, 26, 27]. Moreover, larger drug payloads (e.g. bacterial exotoxins) may interfere with antigen/Fc receptor binding [28].  2 SPECIFIC COMPONENTS OF THE ADC During the development of a clinically efficient monoclonal antibody (mAb) or ADC to a market product, a stable formulation needs to be developed. Proteins are susceptible to chemical and physical degradation [29-31]. Drug conjugation introduces more complexity and instability aspects to the antibody. In the following, stability considerations for each component and the whole ADC molecule will be discussed. 2.1 Antibody Component MAbs can be characterized quite extensively, although Rituxan® as the first commercially available mAb was only approved in 1997 [32-38]. So far, only full IgG molecules have been utilized in ADC development because of their accumulation at the tumor and long circulatory half-life [13, 39]. Other antibody formats are conceivable for ADCs, but have not been tested in the clinics [39]. For solid tumors for example, the use of diabodies and minibodies might increase tumor penetration [40]. Following the general trend for mAbs, most ADCs are based on humanized or fully human sequences [41]. Moreover, the antibodies used in ADCs should typically be internalized upon target binding as most payloads are devised to be released intracellularly [42, 43]. For ADCs, the modification of the primary structure of the antibody caused by conjugation must be considered. It is vital for the product that the high immunoaffinity of the parent mAb is retained after conjugation [9]. For conjugation, various functional groups of the antibody have been used. These are the interchain cysteine residues (thiols), amines (lysines), alcohols, aldehydes and azides [44]. Free sulfhydryls may decrease mAb stability, but the reduction of interchain cysteines does not negatively affect antibody stability and is a commonly used conjugation method [44, 45]. Cysteine-linked ADCs 
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are heterogeneous in terms of drug load and conjugation site, as zero to eight drugs per antibody are possible [46]. In order to improve homogeneity, reactive thiol groups that do not alter IgG functions have been introduced through cysteine substitutions in the primary structure, which have been termed ThioMabs [23, 47, 48].  Modification of the surface lysine residues by addition of the linker neutralizes positive charge on these residues [49]. Up to eight conjugated drugs per antibody have been reported to result from lysine conjugation, although theoretically a higher number is possible [46]. In a lysine-conjugated ADC, almost 50 % of the lysines were partially modified, especially in regions of high flexibility and solvent accessibility [49, 50]. Hence, lysine-linked ADCs are more heterogeneous, but deviate less from the naïve mAb compared to the cysteine-linked ADCs [51]. In order to enable a better control of drug load and specificity for lysine-coupled ADCs, research is conducted to only target the lysines that are most solvent-accessible and reactive [52]. Further techniques such as enzymatic conjugation, conjugation by using non-natural amino acids [53-55], e.g. p-acetylphenylalanine [56] and site-specific conjugation via additional glycans [57] are under development [58]. 2.2 Linker Component The stability of the linker in the context of process chemistry, plasma circulation and product storage is of crucial importance for the ADC [9, 51, 59, 60]. Furthermore, the payload must be inert against endogenous reactive molecules and has to be released at the target [28]. The choice of linker also affects antigen and Fc receptor binding as well as thermal stability [61].  The different linkers have been nicely reviewed in literature [9, 44, 59, 62, 63]. In short, the linkers can be divided into chemically-labile, enzyme-labile and non-cleavable. The chemically labile linkers are cleaved through pH-dependent mechanisms, implying that they are susceptible to the acidic pH of the lysosome. An example is the hydrazone linker used in Mylotarg® and Besponsa® (Figure I- 2) [64, 65]. At pH 7.2, the linker is relatively stable (t1/2> 60 h) compared to pH 5.0 (t1/2 3 h) [43]. As acidic conditions can also be found in the body outside of the lysosome, nonspecific drug release can occur [64]. One of the reasons for the temporary withdrawal of Mylotarg® was its instability in plasma [64]. Linker stability is increased using enzyme-labile linkers, which are cleaved by lysosomal proteases. This linkage has been successfully implemented for Adcetris® using a valine-citrulline dipeptide linker [43]. ADCs with non-cleavable linkers are internalized, upon which the antibody is degraded. For non-cleavable linkers, the non-targeted release of the free drug is reduced, which decreases systemic toxicity [66]. An example for an effective usage is Kadcyla® with the succinimidyl 4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexan-1-carboxylate (SMCC) linker. The drug and linker together act as the potent cytotoxic [9, 42, 67]. The optimal choice of linker also depends on the target antigen, which 
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should be located close to the cell-surface to enable binding of the ADC [46]. New forms of less hydrophobic linkers, which enable conjugation of a higher number of hydrophobic payloads per antibody are also discussed in literature [68]. A 
 B 
 C 
 Figure I- 2: Chemical structures of the three linkages and payloads on the market: SMCC linked emtansine (A), valine-citrulline linked vedotin (B) and hydrazone linked ozogamicin (C), [14]. The choice of linker defines the drug antibody ratio (DAR), drug load distribution and stability of the linkage, which are vital to product quality [69]. Further, the analysis of residual or dissociated free drug is important for toxicity and safety assessment. [70]. As an example, the frequently used 
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thio-succinimide linker can undergo retro and exchange reactions at physiological pH and temperature if other thiols are in the vicinity and its hydrophobicity may increase protein aggregation [69, 71-73]. 2.3 Payload Component Drugs that are chosen as payloads for ADCs are highly cell toxic and are released from the ADC in their potent forms [63]. The payload and this final metabolite form determine the toxicity of an ADC molecule [74]. In the first era of ADCs, the released payload molecule differed from the free drug, which led to a reduced potency of the ADC [11, 60].  The payloads are typically too toxic for traditional chemotherapy and often have little selectivity for tumor cells [9, 15, 44, 75, 76]. For example, DNA alkylating agents such as duocarmycins [77] and pyrrolobenzodiazepines [78-80] have been reintroduced into research and development and new highly potent drugs are currently evaluated [75, 81, 82]. Typical physicochemical properties of payloads based on emtansine and vedotin (Figure I- 2) are a molecular weight of about 700 to 750 Da, an H donor and acceptor sum of about 15 and a log P of approx. four. 2.4 ADC Considerations ADC characteristics are influenced by the DAR, as it determines the efficacy and stability of the ADC [70]. If the chosen DAR is too low, cytotoxicity is insufficient. If it is selected too high, the ADC might be recognized by the immune system and it is also more prone to aggregate [9]. A DAR of four is considered to be optimal [26]. Coupling itself may induce structural changes of the antibody molecule, which in turn could affect other biophysical characteristics [83]. Conformational and colloidal instability can induce protein aggregation, which may lead to a loss of efficiency and immunogenicity [38, 84]. Ross and Wolfe recently reviewed the physical and chemical stability of ADCs [85]. Upon cysteine linking of payloads, protein conformation is not considerably altered, but the conformational energy of unfolding is decreased, and a more hydrophobic local surface is created. Correspondingly, the melting temperatures can be decreased and aggregate formation is triggered [86-88]. Molecules with higher DARs are more prone for aggregation [28, 86] and a higher DAR species in a mixture determines the stability of the ADC as a whole [87]. The thermal stability of a cysteine-linked ADC was considerably decreased with a higher DAR and also with an increasing ionic strength [88]. The melting temperature of the CH2 region was more influenced by conjugation compared to the Fab/CH3 domain, even if the antibody was solely conjugated in the Fab region [86, 88].  
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Less literature is available on the stability of lysine-linked ADCs. Upon conjugation, the positive charge of a lysine is removed, and multiple isoforms are generated [89]. The melting temperatures of an ADC and its antibody-linker intermediate were decreased, and the percentages of higher molecular weight species were increased after seven days of storage at 40 °C. Wakankar et al. also showed that conjugation influenced the CH2 domain the most, which can be explained by the high flexibility of the CH2 domain and increased likeliness of conjugation [49]. Interestingly, the addition of the linker alone increased aggregation more than the addition of both linker and payload. The unconjugated linker may react with side chains of nucleophilic amino acids, leading to aggregation [49]. The hydrophobic payload and uneven charge distributions increase the aggregation propensity of lysine-linked ADCs [90]. The Fab domain was less sensitive to conjugation for lysine compared to thiol conjugates [61]. The effect of pH, temperature, agitation and freeze/thaw cycles on the stability of trastuzumab and the corresponding lysine-linked ADC (T-DM1) was recently compared by Mohamed et al. [91]. Degradation of T-DM1 was increased compared to the parent mAb upon thermal and mechanical stressing, as well as pH stress [91]. The comparison of Kadcyla® and a biosimilar candidate displayed a comparable thermal stability and aggregation behavior although the DARs slightly differed [92].  The chemical stability of ADCs depends on the parent mAb, the linker-payload instabilities and the site of conjugation on the antibody [28]. For example, the thioether succinimide linkage can be oxidized in a mild aqueous environment followed by sulfoxide elimination [28, 93].  For the conjugation process, the different physical and chemical properties of the antibody, linker and payload must be considered. For example, antibodies are more stable in buffered, aqueous solutions whereas the payloads often have limited aqueous solubility [94, 95]. The necessary use of organic solvents during conjugation can destabilize the antibody [96, 97]. Furthermore, the mAb should be supplied in a buffer at a pH that is compatible with the conjugation step. Side reactions during coupling may destabilize the antibody, e.g. succinimidyl esters that react not only with lysines but also cysteine and tyrosine [98, 99]. Moreover, buffers with primary amines, e.g. histidine, cannot be used for lysine-based coupling. For the patient’s safety, the clearance of unconjugated drug and residual organic solvent is also indispensable [100].    
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3 FORMULATION CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADCS The structural diversity of proteins calls for the development of a unique and specific formulation for each product, which can be very time-consuming [101-103]. For ADCs, the optimal formulation does not only depend on mAb stability, but must also consider the chemical stability of the linker and payload [28, 100]. A compilation of the formulations used for ADCs and immunoconjugates on the market in September 2017 is given in Table I- 1 and Table I- 2, respectively. The current ADC market was used as a basis for the formulation considerations below. 3.1 Key Factors for the Product The concentration of the marketed ADCs is below 20 mg/mL (Table I- 1). This is in marked contrast to the concentrations above 50 mg/mL that are broadly discussed in literature for traditional mAb therapeutics [104-107]. The high selectivity and efficacy of ADCs for tumor cell killing as well as the i.v. application mitigates the necessity to use these concentrations [5]. At higher concentration, the risk of aggregation may be increased especially for a mAb carrying a hydrophobic payload. Furthermore, the solubility of an ADC may be decreased compared to the parent mAb because of a reduced net surface charge [89]. The ADCs on the market are given as infusions. In the infusion bag the ADC concentration is low, increasing the risk of drug loss due to adsorption onto plastic, which might by enhanced by the hydrophobic payload [51]. Dilution of the drug also decreases the level of stabilizer, which may induce aggregation and particle formation [108, 109]. In 0.9 % NaCl solution, electrostatic charge shielding may enhance attractive protein-protein interactions, leading to a possibly reduced solubility of high DAR species or an increased aggregation tendency [51]. Formulations with low ionic strength have shown to decrease aggregation and fragmentation for ADCs [88]. Especially for lysine-linked ADCs, surface charges are unevenly distributed. In traditional mAbs, molecules with an inconsistent charge distribution are expected to be more prone for intermolecular attractions [110]. The DAR distribution and high DAR species strongly influence the stability and formulation composition of the ADC [28, 87]. Furthermore, the choice of the appropriate pH is not only influenced by the IEP of the ADC but also by the linker e.g. hydrolysis of the thiol-succinimide linker is stimulated by an increasing pH [69]. The hydrolytic degradation of the linker during storage may be decreased with a freeze-dried formulation [69]. For biopharmaceuticals, liquid formulations are preferred and about 2/3 of the marketed products in Japan and the US in 2013 were solutions [111]. Reasons for the preference of liquid solutions are the lower costs and the higher convenience comparable to lyophilizates [112, 113]. However, the product 
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might face stability problems [30, 114]. Hitherto, all approved ADCs are lyophilized and formulated in a buffer with sugar and surfactant (Table I- 1). Only the immunoconjugates come as liquid or frozen solution (Table I- 2). So far, no publication has focused on the stability of ADCs in the liquid compared to the lyophilized state. Clearly, chemical degradation and especially the risk for free drug formation is strongly reduced by lyophilization [51, 115]. For example, the thio-succinimide linkage in Adcetris® and Kadcyla® can be degraded by succinimide hydrolysis or a retro-Michael reaction [69, 71-73]. The hydrazone linkage employed in Besponsa® and Mylotarg® is very labile [116] and is slowly hydrolyzed in plasma [72]. Interestingly, in contrast to traditional mAb therapeutics, ADCs can be light sensitive, and Mylotarg® and Besponsa® come in amber glass vials [117, 118].  
 
 
Table I- 1: Formulations of approved ADCs.  
Antibody product Company Generic name; description Delivery route Pharmaceutical form; storage Formulation concentration Dilution media Diluted concentration* Buffer components Excipients Stage° Source 
Mylotarg® Pfizer Gemtuzumab ozogamicin; humanized IgG4; anti-CD33 
IV, infusion lyophilized, 2-8 °C 1 mg/mL NaCl 0.065 mg/mL Na phosphate NaCl, sucrose, dextran 40 A EMA 
Kadcyla® Roche trastuzumab emtansine; humanized IgG1; anti-HER2 
IV, infusion lyophilized, 2-8 °C 20 mg/mL NaCl 1.008 mg/mL succinic acid 
NaOH, sucrose,  polysorbate 20 A EMA 
Adcetris® Takeda 
brentuximab vedotin; recombinant chimerized IgG1, anti-CD30 
IV, infusion lyophilized, 2-8 °C 5 mg/mL 
NaCl, dextrose, Ringer-Lactate 0.84 mg/mL citrate 
a,a-trehalose dihydrate, polysorbate 80 
A EMA 
Besponsa® Pfizer inotuzumab ozogamicin, humanized IgG4; anti-CD22 
IV, infusion lyophilized, 2-8 °C 0.25 mg/mL NaCl 0.009 mg/mL TRIS 
sucrose, polysorbate 80, sodium chloride A EMA *  calculations based on 70 kg, 175 m patient with the highest applicable dose and dilution into infusion bag with the lowest volume allowed. ° A: approved, DA: disapproved  
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Table I- 2: Formulations of immunoconjugates.  
Antibody product Company Generic name; description Delivery route Pharmaceutical form; storage Formulation concentration Dilution media Diluted concentration* Buffer components Excipients Stage° Source 
Bexxar® GSK Tositumomab + Iodine 131 IV, injection frozen solution 14 mg/mL NaCl 0.7 mg/mL ascorbic acid 
maltose, povidone, sodium chloride, pH 7.0 DA FDA Zevalin® Spectrum Ibritumomab tiuxetan IV, infusion solution, 2-8 °C 1.6 mg/mL - 0.2 mg/mL - sodium chloride A FDA  
      added later: sodium acetate 
albumin, sodium chloride, sodium phosphate, pentetic acid, potassium phosphate, potassium chloride 
  
Ontak® Seragen denileukin diftitox IV, infusion frozen solution 150 mcg/mL NaCl 15 mcg/mL citric acid EDTA, polysorbate 20, pH 6.9-7.2 A FDA *  calculations based on 70 kg, 175 m patient with the highest applicable dose and dilution into infusion bag with the lowest volume allowed. ° A: approved, DA: disapproved  15
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3.2 ADC Formulation Components ADC formulations are based on the same excipients as a mAb formulation [28, 69]. The choice of buffer depends on the target pH, the instability profile of the ADC and whether a liquid or lyophilized form is of interest. For highly concentrated mAb solutions, buffer-free formulations are recently discussed [119-121], but this might not be an option for the labile ADCs. As ADCs are admixed to infusions for applications, e.g. 0.9 % sodium chloride or 5 % dextrose solutions (Table I- 1), isotonicity of the ADC formulation is unnecessary. Still, tonicity agents such as sodium chloride, mannitol or sucrose are added to the ADC formulations. Sugars, specifically sucrose and trehalose, function as cryo- and lyoprotectants for the lyophilized ADCs [51, 112, 122, 123]. The concentration of sugar may need to be up to 5 % (w/v) during freezing, whereas a weight ratio of sugar to protein of at least 1:1 is necessary for the dried state [115]. Surfactants, specifically polysorbate 20 or 80, are used in mAb as well as in ADC formulations. Polysorbates may degrade, contain impurities, are an inhomogeneous mixture and are challenging to characterize [124-126]. But their positive effects prevail, as the surfactants stabilize the protein against accumulation and aggregation at interfaces and additionally may increase wettability during reconstitution [127]. Higher polysorbate concentrations may be required for ADCs compared to mAbs due to the heterogeneity and hydrophobicity of the drug substance [69]. To reduce the hydrophobic influence of the payload, the use of a low ionic strength buffer with a surfactant is suggested [51, 87, 88, 90]. ADCs show more pronounced aggregate formation and a lower Tm at higher ionic strength and independent of the type of salt [88].   4 ANALYTICS FOR ADCS The market approval for an ADC relies on a proven stability and maintained biological activity during long-term storage and possible stresses the protein may encounter [102]. The analytical toolbox employed for traditional mAbs also applies to ADCs (Figure I- 3) [70, 128]. However, not all methods can be transferred to an ADC without modifications, e.g. if the payload shows UV absorbance or the sample is highly heterogeneous. More distinct ADC analytics are still scarce and under development [90, 129, 130]. In the following, some of the analytics with special considerations for ADCs will be shortly described.  
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 Figure I- 3: Analytical methods necessary to characterize an ADC. The DAR can be measured by UV/Vis spectroscopy, but only if the absorption maxima differ between payload and antibody. Other methods to determine the DAR, as well as the drug load distribution and free drug, are hydrophobic interaction chromatography and LC-ESI-MS [131, 132]. Peptide mapping can be used to identify specific protein modifications that may result from conjugation and degradation [70, 129]. Unbound drug is traditionally determined using RP-HPLC, but CE and ELISA have also been used. Some characterization techniques require adaptions for ADCs, e.g. in SEC, stronger interactions with the column due to the hydrophobic payload may have to be reduced by the addition of an organic solvent [133]. Moreover, the extrinsic fluorescent dye SYPRO® Orange, used to determine the Tm in dynamic scanning fluorimetry [134], can interact with the hydrophobic payloads, preventing its applicability for ADCs.   
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CHAPTER II:  AIMS OF THIS THESIS  The present thesis aims at a deeper understanding of the physicochemical characteristics of ADCs. A substantial number of ADCs is under development, for which an excellent drug product quality needs to be obtained. How the hydrophobicity of the payload and its coupling to the antibody alter the stability of the antibody in different formulations was to be investigated. In the first part of this study, non-toxic model conjugates are established that carry similar characteristics as an ADC. Three different fluorescent dyes are selected and coupling procedures to the lysines of a mAb are developed. The colloidal and conformational stability in various formulations is to be tested. To correlate these results to long-term stability, the model conjugates are analyzed over 6 months at 2-8, 25 and 40 °C with focus on protein aggregation, particle formation and protein conformation.  The second part of the thesis focuses on the mechanical stability of model conjugates. Apart from a mechanical stress test, the effect of conjugation on antibody adsorption to the air-liquid and glass surfaces are shown. Moreover, the connection between mechanical stability and protein-protein-interactions is evaluated and discussed. Finally, the interactions of antibody conjugates with human plasma are investigated. The results of this thesis are summarized in Chapter VI. It highlights the impact of the payload characteristics on the physicochemical stability of an ADC. 
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CHAPTER III:  UNFOLDING, AGGREGATION, AND INTERACTION OF ANTIBODY CONJUGATES  Abstract Knowledge about the conformational and colloidal stability of a biotherapeutic is critical for formulation development. In this study, we analyzed the impact of three hydrophobic model payloads on mAb stability. Conformational stability was only slightly changed upon conjugation, but colloidal stability was significantly reduced. A long-term stability study for 6 months at 2-8, 25 and 40 °C demonstrated that more pronounced HMWS and to some extent particle formation were induced upon conjugation of the mAb. Destabilization was more affected by the change in charge state as compared to hydrophobicity coming with the payload. The mAb conjugates were more stable in sucrose containing histidine buffer compared to NaCl containing phosphate buffer, which was not evident for the naïve mAb. Charge and hydrophobicity influenced the colloidal stability more than conformational stability. These two factors, along with pH and ionic strength need to be carefully considered for formulation development.   The following chapter is intended for publication.   
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1 INTRODUCTION Protein therapeutics are susceptible to both chemical and physical instability [1-3]. Conformational and colloidal instability can induce protein aggregation, which may lead to a loss of efficiency and enhanced immunogenicity [4, 5]. Excellent reviews of current methods for mAb characterization and analytics are given in literature [6-9]. Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs), which combine the selectivity of antibodies and efficacy of potent cytotoxic drugs, have become increasingly important in the treatment of cancer [10-15]. ADCs constitute additional challenges to the formulation scientist due to the necessary stabilization of antibody, linker and payload [16-18]. The physical and chemical stability of ADCs have been explored to some extent, which was recently reviewed by Ross and Wolfe [19]. The payload of an ADC is typically of hydrophobic character, which alters the physicochemical characteristics of the naïve antibody, as can the linker moiety [16, 19-21]. Whereas an extensive study on a thiol-maleimide coupled ADC demonstrated lower stability and increased aggregation compared to the naïve mAb [16], only a higher aggregation propensity has been described for a lysine coupled ADC [20].  A more profound knowledge of the physical properties is essential for the future formulation development of ADCs. Hence, we have produced three distinct mAb conjugates with the fluorescent dyes NHS-Fluorescein (5/6-carboxyfluorescein, succinimidyl ester), Eosin-ITC (Eosin-5-isothiocyanate) and DEAC-SE (7-diethylamino-coumarin-3 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester) as payloads                 (Figure III- 1). Labeling of antibodies with a fluorescent molecule is routinely used, for example in molecular imaging [22-24] or flow cytometry [25-27]. These fluorescent dyes possess some of the properties of characteristic payloads of ADCs e.g. hydrophobicity and aromatic and/or heterocyclic rings (Table III- 1).  A  B C 
    NHS-Fluorescein Eosin-ITC DEAC-SE Figure III- 1: Structures of the fluorescent dyes: NHS-Fluorescein (A), Eosin-ITC (B) and DEAC-SE (C) used in this study. 
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Table III- 1: Properties of the fluorescent dyes NHS-Fluorescein, Eosin-ITC and DEAC-SE.  NHS-Fluorescein Eosin-ITC DEAC-SE Molecular Weight 473 701 358 cLogP 3.1 6.0 3.2 pkA 2.8, 3.5; 6.4 2.0, 3.3, 4.2 4.2 Ex wavelength 493 nm 530 nm 427 nm  Advantageously, none of these surrogate payloads poses a health risk to laboratory personnel. Eosin-ITC conjugates have already been studied previously with respect to photoinduced ADC degradation [28]. Both the NHS ester and the ITC react with primary amines, i.e. lysines and terminal amino groups of the mAb [29-31]. This conjugation site is used in Kadcyla®, Besponsa® and Mylotarg®, three of the four current ADCs on the market [32-34]. Depending on the mAb, 40 to 80 conjugation sites are possible, leading to heterogenous mixtures and potentially 106 different ADC species [35-37]. Hence, more selective coupling procedures continue to be a major area of research [38-40].  Cetuximab was used as the mAb in this work due to its widespread use in the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer, metastatic non-small cell lung cancer and head and neck cancer as an epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor [41]. It was originally approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in February 2004 and by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) in June 2004 under the trade name Erbitux® [42, 43]. In 2013 it achieved worldwide sales of US $2.3 billion [44]. As its basic patents have expired, cetuximab is also an interesting target for biosimilar developers [45]. In this study, we investigated the unfolding, aggregation and interaction of three model ADCs with an average degree of labeling (DOL) of 4-5, resembling the optimal ratio of mAb to drug for ADCs of about four [46]. To access whether conjugation influences the unfolding of cetuximab in various formulations, the temperature of unfolding was monitored. Moreover, the colloidal stability in terms of the aggregation temperature was evaluated. As addition of hydrophobic dyes to the antibody may alter the inter-protein interactions, the protein-protein interactions were studied via DLS. To access if differences seen in the protein-protein interactions correlate to stability data, the samples were stored for six months at 2-8, 25 and 40 °C and the impact of conjugation on particle formation and aggregation was monitored.   
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 2.1 MAb as Model Protein Erbitux® (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was purchased at the local pharmacy as a 5 mg/mL Cetuximab formulation in citrate buffer pH 5.5 with glycine, polysorbate 80 and sodium chloride (NaCl) as stabilizers. Prior to further use, the antibody was purified from polysorbate 80 using protein A affinity chromatography on an ÄKTApurifier® 10 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfront, Buckinghamshire, UK) at a UV detection of 280 nm, as described by Tim Menzen [47]. The samples were then buffer exchanged to 10 mM phosphate, 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2 or 100 mM bicarbonate buffer pH 9.0 using a MinimateTM TFF Capsule with OmegaTM 30 K Membrane (PALL Life Sciences, Port Washington, NY, USA). The concentration was determined with ɛ280nm of 1.49 mL g-1 cm-1. 2.2 Preparation of Antibody Conjugates For conjugation, the fluorescent dyes were dissolved in DMSO (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA) at 10 mg/mL. 5/6-carboxfluorescein succinimidyl ester ((NHS)-Fluorescein) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was added in 20.0- fold molar excess to the mAb formulation in 10 mM phosphate, 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer. Similarly, 7-diethylaminocoumarin-3-carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester (DEAC-SE) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was used in 10.0-fold molar excess. Eosin-5-isothiocyanate (Eosin-ITC) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the mAb formulation in 100 mM bicarbonate buffer pH 9.0. DMSO was added to all reaction mixtures to the same total percentage of 1.4 %. The labeling reaction was performed under gentle shaking conditions of 30 rpm for 1 h at room temperature. All steps were performed under light protection. The conjugated antibodies were separated from the unconjugated dye and organic solvent using a MinimateTM TFF Capsule with OmegaTM 30 K Membrane. The samples were buffer exchanged into 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2 and filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter (Pall, Port Washington, NY, USA). The naïve mAb was treated the same way without the addition of a dye. The sample names of the antibody and antibody conjugates used are described in Table III- 2. Table III- 2: Antibody samples. sample name sample description mAb naïve mAb mAb Fl mAb Fluorescein conjugate mAb DEAC mAb DEAC conjugate mAb Eo mAb Eosin conjugate 
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The resulting concentration and degree of labeling were determined with the Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using Equation III-1. The antibody conjugates were stored under light protection at 2 - 8 °C.  Equation III-1: Calculation of the protein concentration and the degree of labeling according to [30]. 	
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	 At last, the samples were dialyzed with Vivaspin 20 or Vivaspin®2 tubes with a 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff polyethersulfone membrane (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Göttingen, Germany) into the target formulation buffer (10 mM phosphate or histidine at pH 6.5, 7.2 or 8.5, with or without 145 mM NaCl or 7 % sucrose (m/V)). After adjustment of the pH, using 1 M hydrogen chloride or sodium hydroxide standard volumetric solutions (AppliChem GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), filtration was performed using a 0.2 μm syringe filter and the protein concentration was determined again. A detailed description of the buffer systems used is presented in Table III- 3.  Table III- 3: Buffers used. buffer name buffer type excipient pH HS 6.5 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose (m/V) 6.5 HS 7.2 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose (m/V) 7.2 HN 7.2 10 mM histidine 145 mM NaCl 7.2 PS 7.2 10 mM phosphate 7 % sucrose (m/V) 7.2 PN 6.5 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 6.5 PN 7.2 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 7.2 PN 8.5 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 8.5  2.3 Isoelectric Focusing (IEF) Isoelectric focusing was performed according to the manufacturer instructions (Serva Electrophoresis GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). The Servalyt™ Precotes™ gel 125 x125 x3 mm pH 6 – 9 (Serva Electrophoresis) was cooled at 5 °C on a Multiphor II electrophoresis system connected to a MultiTemp III water bath (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). The samples in 10 mM phosphate buffer with 145 mM NaCl were diluted with highly purified water to a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL in 
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order to reduce the salt concentration. 10 µL of the samples and 5 µL of the Serva marker mix 3 – 10 (Serva Electrophoresis) were applied across the gel 2 – 3 times. Protein separation was performed at 6 mA current, 2000 V and 5000 Vh with the power supply EPS 3501 XL (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK). The gel was immediately fixed with 20 % (w/v) trichloroacetic acid, stained with Serva Blue W (Serva Electrophoresis), destained and neutralized using highly purified water. The wet gel was scanned with an Epson Perfection V750 PRO (Seiko Epson Corporation, Suwa, Japan). The isoelectric points (pI) of the protein bands were obtained by relating the positions to the marker bands. Each sample was analyzed at least on two separate gels. 2.4 Peptide Map 100 µL of 10 mg/mL of naïve mAb and mAb Fl in 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2 were dried in 2 mL tubes (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) using a flowtherm evaporator from Barkey GmbH & Co. KG (Leopoldshöhe, Germany). The bottom heater was set to 25 °C and the constant nitrogen gas stream (35 °C, 6 L/min) was guided through cut pipette tips into the sample tubes. The dried samples were redissolved in 6 M guanidine hydrochloride, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) in 0.119 M tris(hydroymethyl)aminomethane buffer pH 8.0. After incubation at 37 °C for 1 h, samples were alkylated with 15 mM sodium iodoacetate at room temperature for 15 min. Subsequently, 20 mM triethylammonium acetate (TEAoAc) buffer pH 8.6 was added to a volume of 1.9 mL and trypsin from porcine pancreas (Sigma-Aldrich) was added (1:50 enzyme:protein w/w). The mixture was incubated at 37 °C for 2 h, after which the digestion was stopped by putting the samples at 80 °C for 10 min. The samples were dried using the flowtherm evaporator with both heaters off and a constant nitrogen gas stream of 1 L/min. The samples were redissolved in 1.9 mL of TEAoAc buffer, digested with trypsin again and were treated as described above.  For the LC/MS analysis, a serial coupling of a reversed-phase (RPLC) and hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC) was used as previously described [48]. In brief, 10 µL of the sample were injected onto a ZIC® -HILIC column (150 × 2.1 mm, 5 µm, 200Å) (Merck Sequant, Umeå, Sweden) and the second separation was performed on a Poroshell 120 EC-C18 (50.0×3.0 mm, 2.7 µm) (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with two Agilent HPLC systems series 1260 Infinity. The detection was performed on an Agilent TOF-MS system series 6230 equipped with a Jet Stream ESI interface and a DAD detector. The following conditions were used on the ESI source: gas temperature 325 °C, gas flow 10 L/min, nebulizer pressure 45 psi, sheath gas flow 7.5 L/min, capillary voltage 2 kV and fragmentor voltage 250 V, in positive mode. The samples were analyzed between 65 and 3200 m/z. The UV signals of the DAD were recorded at 254, 280, 320 and 493 nm with the reference wavelength 360 nm. The RP mobile phase consisted of a mixture of ammonium acetate (NH4Ac) and acetonitrile 
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(ACN). For the HILIC mobile phase, water and acetonitrile were added to the RP mobile phase          (Table III- 4). Peaks were processed using the extracted ion chromatography (EIC) with the MassHunter Qualitative Analysis B.06.00 software (Agilent Technologies). Table III- 4: Chromatographic conditions used for HILIC and RPLC.  Pump 1  Pump 2 Solvent A ACN Solvent C 10 mM NH4Ac: ACN 90:10 Solvent B H2O Solvent D 10 mM NH4Ac: ACN 10:90 Column HILIC Column RP Gradient Time (min) B % Flow (mL/min) Gradient Time (min) D % Flow (mL/min)  6 100 0.4  7 0 0.05  13 60 0.4  12 50 0.05  32 60 0.4  13 50 0.1  33 100 0.8  22 100 0.1  53 100 0.8  32 100 0.1  54 100 0.4  33 0 0.1  58 100 0.4  53 0 0.1      54 0 0.05      58 0 0.05  2.5 Intrinsic Fluorescence and Static Light Scattering (SLS) Measurements Thermal scans of the intrinsic fluorescence and static light scattering (SLS) measurements were performed simultaneously using the OPTIM-1000 (Pall Corporation, Port Washington, NY, USA). 9 µL of 0.8 mg/mL samples were loaded in the cuvettes of the multiple cuvette array. A temperature ramp between 20 – 95 °C with a heat rate of 60 °C/h was used with recording steps of 1 °C or 2 °C. Onset and midpoint of the first derivative of each sigmoidal curve was classified using the OPTIM 1000 software Igor Pro 6. The static light scattering at 266 and 473 nm was employed to define the temperature of aggregation (Tagg). The melting temperature (Tm) was identified via the intrinsic ratio at 350/330°nm. The default secondary analysis methods given in the software were used. Samples were run in triplicates.  
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2.6 Temperature Ramps of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) DLS temperature ramps of the samples were performed in 96-well plates (Corning® Costar®, Corning Inc., Corning, NY, US) with a Zetasizer APS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). A triplicate per well was measured for every sample with 20 acquisitions of 2 s per well. The temperature was recorded between 20 and 85 °C in 5 °C steps with a scan rate of about 60 °C/h and an equilibration time of 120 s. The diffusion coefficient (D) and the hydrodynamic radius (Rh) were taken as results. The refractive index (RI) of the buffers was measured using an Abbe refractometer from Carl Zeiss (Jena, Germany) at room temperature; the viscosity was checked using a mVROC viscosimeter from Rheosense Inc. (San Ramon, CA, USA) with an A-series chip, sample volumes of 250 µL and a flow rate of 150 µL/min at 20 °C (Table III- 5). As the effect of temperature was previously determined to be insignificant, the values were not temperature corrected [49]. Table III- 5: Refractive index and viscosity of the buffers used for DLS temperature ramps.  Refractive index Viscosity [mPa*s] Phos NaCl 1.333 1.051 Phos Suc 1.339 1.639 His NaCl 1.335 1.154 His Suc 1.342 1.354  The diffusion coefficients D of seven samples with protein concentrations from 0.2 to 10 mg/mL were determined by DLS. A linear fit on D versus protein concentration was used to identify the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution D0 and to obtain the interaction parameter kD [50], as well as ultimately the apparent osmotic second virial coefficient A2* according to the TIM equation [49]. Below 60 °C, outliers were removed. 2.7 Isothermal Storage Stability Studies Samples of 1 mg/mL mAb and mAb conjugates were formulated in PN 7.2 and HS 6.5. Aliquots of 1250 µL and 900 µL were filled in 2R glass vials using 50 mL Eppendorf advanced® Combitips (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany). The vials were stored upright at 5, 25 and 40 °C under light protection and without applying agitation for up to six months. Samples were prepared under aseptic conditions and were analyzed at the time points indicated in Table III- 6. 
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Table III- 6: Sampling points (x) of the isothermal storage stability study.  0 M 1 M 3 M 6 M 5 °C x  x x 25 °C x  x x 40 °C x x x x  Visual inspection (2.7.1), turbidity (2.7.2), light obscuration (2.7.3), HP-SEC (2.7.4) were performed at all time points. For these, the 1250 µL samples were used. Additionally, MFI (2.7.5), SDS-PAGE (2.7.6), CE-SDS (2.7.7), DLS (2.7.8) and FTIR (2.7.9) were performed at t0 and after 6 months. The 900 µL samples were used for these analytics. 2.7.1 Visual Inspection Images of the samples were taken with a Nikon D5300 camera (Nikon GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany) in front of a black background. Moreover, each sample was analyzed according to the DAC-probe 5   (Table III- 7) [51]. The vial was gently shaken vertically and slowly rotated horizontally, whereby the sample was inspected for suspended particles for 5 s in front of black and white backgrounds. Each sample was evaluated according to the scores of the DAC. Table III- 7: The evaluation method according to DAC for parenteral solutions [51]. Suspended particles score No particles visible within 5 s 0 Few particles visible within 5 s 1 Medium number of particles visible within 5 s 2 Large number of par particles directly visible 10  2.7.2 Optical Density at 700 nm For turbidity analysis, 200 µL of the samples were analyzed in a 96-well quartz well plate (Hellma Analytics, Müllheim, Germany) for UV absorbance with a FLUOstar Omega well-plate reader and Omega software version 1.01 (BMG Labtech GmbH, Ortenberg, Germany). The absorbance at 280, 350, 429, 493, 530 and 700 nm was determined in triplicates with 20 flashes per well. The absorbance at 700 nm was used for turbidity characterization. 
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2.7.3 Light Obscuration (LO) Subvisible particle analysis was conducted using a particle counter PAMAS SVSS-C (Partikelmess- und Analysesysteme GmbH, Rutesheim, Germany) equipped with a HCB-LD-25/25 optical sensor. Prior to each triplicate measurement, the system was rinsed with 10 mL of highly purified water until the cumulative particle concentration ≥ 1 µm was below 30 particles/mL. Measurements were performed according to USP 788 with a pre-run volume of 0.2 mL and four consecutive measurements of 0.2 mL with a pump rate of 10 mL/min [52]. Results of the particle counts were calculated as the mean value of the last three measurements for particles ≥1, ≥ 10 and ≥ 25 µm/mL, which were recorded with the PAMAS PMA V 2.1.2.0 software. The given particle numbers are for undiluted samples, samples labeled with 2 and 4 were measured after dilution (1:1 and 1:3 with corresponding buffer). 2.7.4 High Performance Size Exclusion Chromatography (HP-SEC) HP-SEC analyses were conducted on an Agilent 1200 series system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a DAD detector set to 280, 427, 493 and 530 nm and a VWD detector at 280 nm. The temperature of the TSK-Gel® G3000SWXL (7.8 x 30 mm, 5 µm) column (TOSOH BioScience, Tokyo, Japan) and the autosampler was set to 20 °C and 4 °C, respectively. 40 µL samples were injected. The naïve mAb and mAb Fl were injected into a running buffer of 100 mM sodium phosphate, 100 mM sodium sulfate at pH 6.8 at 0.5 mL/min. mAb Eo was eluted with 50 mM sodium phosphate and 50 mM sodium chloride at pH 6.9 with a flow rate of 0.85 mL/min. mAb DEAC was analyzed with 80 % 0.1 M sodium phosphate, 0.2 M arginine pH 6.8 with 20 % acetonitrile at 0.85 mL/min on a YMC-Pack Diol-300 (500*8.0 I.D., 5.5 µm, 30 mm) column (YMC Co. Ltd., Kyoto, Japan). Chromatograms were analyzed using ChemStation® software Rev. B. 02.01 (Agilent Technologies). 2.7.5 Micro-Flow Imaging (MFI) A MFI DPA4100 from Protein Simple (Santa Clara, CA, USA) was used for subvisible particle analysis. The system was equipped with a 470 nm LED light source and a high magnification (14 x) 100 µL flow cell and was controlled using MFI View Software Version 6.9. Prior to each measurement, the system was rinsed with highly purified water to provide a clean baseline and to optimize illumination. Each sample was investigated with a pre-run volume of 0.15 mL and a sample volume of 0.65 mL using a peristaltic pump at a flow rate of 0.1 mL/min. “Edge particle rejection” and “fill particle” options were activated. The particle numbers shown in the results are for undiluted samples, samples labeled with 2 and 5 were measured after dilution (1:1 and 1:4 with corresponding buffer). 
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2.7.6 Sodium Dodecyl-Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) For non-reducing SDS-PAGE, the samples were diluted with NuPAGE® LDS Sample buffer to a starting concentration of 37.5 µg/mL, denatured for 5 min at 90 °C and analyzed on 3-8 % NuPAGE® Tris-Acetate Protein Gels (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer manual. A protein amount of 0.45 µg was loaded into each well. Electrophoresis was performed at 150 V (Power Pac 200, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA) using an XCell SureLockTM Mini-Cell Electrophoresis System (Novex by Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After 55 minutes, the electrophoresis was stopped and the gel was stained with SilverXpress® Silver Staining Kit according to the manufacturer manual (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Stained gels were scanned using an Epson Perfection V750 Pro scanner and the molecular weights of bands was calculated using the molecular weight marker HiMarkTM Pre-stained Protein Standard (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  2.7.7 Capillary Electrophoresis-Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (CE-SDS) The CE-SDS was realized on an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) using an Agilent Protein 230 protein chip under reducing conditions, following the manufacturer manual. 4 µL of sample were mixed with 2 µL of sample buffer containing 4.83 mM/µL DTT and denatured at 95°C for 5 minutes. After cooling, 84 µL of highly purified water were added and 6 µL were pipetted into each sample well. Gel-dye mix, destaining solution and molecular weight marker were added and the analysis was started immediately after preparation. 2.7.8 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) The hydrodynamic radius of the samples was analyzed with a DynaPro Plate Reader from Wyatt Technologies (Dernbach, Germany) and Dynamics software version 7. 6 µL of each sample were pipetted into a 1536 well plate (Aurora Microplates, Edition Eight, LLC, East Whitefish, MT, USA), covered with silicone oil and centrifuged for 5 min at 2000 g. The measurements were performed at 830 nm, 150° and 25 °C with a set acquisition time at 5 s/well, 10 acquisitions/well and an auto-attenuation time limit of 60 s/well. The hydrodynamic radius was calculated by the software using a recorded autocorrelation function with a cumulants analysis via the Stokes-Einstein equation. 2.7.9 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) FTIR measurements were performed using a Tensor 27 spectrophotometer (Bruker Optik GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany) with a BioATR cellTM II. 35 µL were measured at 25 °C. For each spectrum, a 120-scan interferogram was created at single beam mode with a 4 cm-1 resolution. Protein Dynamics for Opus 6.8 (Bruker Optik GmbH) was used to display the spectra as the vector-normalized second 
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derivative amide I-spectra, which were calculated with 25 smoothing points according to the Savitzky-Golay algorithms.  2.8 Software Drawings and Calculations The structures of the fluorescent dyes were drawn with MarvinSketch 18.10.0 (ChemAxon Ltd, Budapest, Hungary). This software was also used to calculate the pkA and logP values. The pKa values were determined using macro mode, static acid/base prefix, a temperature of 298°K and tautomerization/resonance were considered. For the logP calculations, the NHS and ITC groups were replaced by a butyl residue. The consensus method was used with consideration of tautomerization / resonance and an electrolyte concentration of 0.1 mol/dm3 of Cl- and Na+ and K+, respectively.    
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3 RESULTS 3.1 Characterization of MAb Conjugates For a conclusive analysis of the effect of conjugation on mAb stability, the mAb conjugates needed to be described in terms of their conjugation characteristics. The DOL was determined as described in 2.2 with the factors shown in Table III- 8. For NHS-Fluorescein, manufacturer information was used for the calculations [53]. The factors for Eosin-ITC were determined via fluorescence and UV spectroscopy measurements. For DEAC-SE, a shift of the excitation maximum from 442 to 427 nm was observed upon coupling. Hence, DOL calculation factors were determined using DEAC coupled to lysine.  Table III- 8: Properties of the fluorescent dyes NHS-Fluorescein (Fl), DEAC-SE (DEAC) and Eosin-ITC (Eo) necessary for the DOL calculation. 
 excitation wavelength [nm] correction factor ( +,-.+/0.23.45/ 67,/08 dye [M-1*cm-1] Fl 493 0.3 70,000 DEAC 427 0.2 38,790 Eo 530 0.41 83,000  We aimed to achieve antibody conjugates with a DOL of 4-5 to resemble the ADCs on the market [32, 46, 54]. Higher molar excess of fluorescent dye to mAb during coupling led to higher DOL                   (Figure III- 2 A-C). Moreover, the method of purification and the coupling volume influenced the DOL (Figure III- 2 D). For the final conjugation, purification was performed with TFF due to the high sample volumes and better reproducibility. For all three fluorescent dyes, we succeeded in finding the optimal conditions to achieve a DOL of 4-5.        
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A B 
 C D 
Figure III- 2: A)-C) DOL of mAb conjugates with different molar excess (0.5x to 50x) of activated fluorescent dyes upon coupling of 1 mL of 2 mg/mL mAb for 1 h at r.t.; A) mAb Fluorescein, B) mAb DEAC and C) mAb Eosin. D) DOL of mAb Fluorescein with 2.5x or 20x molar excess of NHS-fluorescein purified by TFF or VivaSpins units.  3.1.1 Determination of the Isoelectric Point of the MAb Conjugates Isoelectric focusing (IEF) was performed to determine the isoelectric point (pI) of the antibody and the antibody conjugates (Table III- 9 and Figure SIII- 1). The naïve mAb displayed six characteristic isoforms between 7.6 and 8.0. At DOL 1, the mAb conjugates displayed a similar profile with no apparent change in the number of isoforms and a slight decrease of the pI to 7.4 – 8.0. The considerable number of solvent accessible lysine residues on the naïve mAb and the conjugation reaction resulted in a broad mixture of isoforms with higher molar excesses [55] and no distinct isoforms could be assigned for mAb conjugation with DOL 4. Whereas the pI of mAb DEAC decreased to 7.0 – 8.0, the pI decreased to 5.3 – 7.4 for mAb Fl and mAb Eo conjugates.  
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Table III- 9: pI values and appearance of isoforms of mAb and mAb conjugates. Species Appearance pI value Naïve mAb 6 isoforms 7.6 – 8.0 mAb Fl DOL 1 5 isoforms 7.4 - 8.0 mAb Fl DOL 4 broad distribution 5.3 - 7.4 mAb Eo DOL 1 5 isoforms 7.4 - 8.0 mAb Eo DOL 5 broad distribution 5.3 - 7.4 mAb DEAC DOL 1 6 isoforms 7.0 - 8.0 mAb DEAC DOL 3.5 broad distribution 7.4 – 7.8  3.1.2 Peptide Map Figure III- 3 displays the total ion current chromatograms for mAb and mAb Fl obtained after tryptic digest. No significant changes in the extracted ion chromatograms (EIC) were observed between the naïve mAb and mAb Fl. Considerable differences were found in the adsorption at 493 nm, representative for fluorescein, which could not be related to Cetuximab peptides with m/z above 1000 m/z (Mascot search Results). A B 
Figure III- 3: A) Total ion current chromatogram and B) Adsorption at 493 nm for trypsin digested mAb and mAb Fl.    
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3.2 Thermal Stability and Interactions of Antibody Conjugates 3.2.1 Unfolding and Aggregation of Antibody Conjugates in Various Buffer Systems The protein melting temperature (Tm), the point at which 50 % of the protein are unfolded, is commonly associated with conformational stability, whereas the temperature of aggregation (Tagg) is an indicator for aggregation of the unfolding protein [49, 56, 57]. The Tm and Tagg values are shown in Table III- 10. The onset of the Tm (Tm, onset) was similar for all tested mAb and mAb conjugate formulations except for mAb Eo in HS 7.2, PS 7.2 and PN 8.5, which showed a statistically significantly lower Tm, onset compared to the naïve mAb. The Tm was similar for all samples, only mAb Eo PN 7.2 displayed a statistically significantly lower Tm.  The aggregation behavior was characterized by SLS using two laser wavelengths. The light scattering at 266 nm is highly sensitive and portrays smaller particles the best, whereas the scattering at 473 nm has a higher dynamic range and represents larger particles [58]. Similar trends were observed at 266 nm and 473 nm for Tagg, onset and Tagg, Trans. Tagg, onset of the naïve mAb was generally higher compared to the conjugates, indicating a lower resistance of the mAb conjugates against aggregation. For mAb DEAC the differences were very small and statistically not significant. The destabilization of mAb Fl was statistically significant in HN 7.2, PN 6.5 and at 266 nm also for the PN 7.2 formulations. mAb Eo was significantly less stable compared to the naïve mAb for all formulations except HS 7.2 (only 266 nm) and PS 7.2. Moreover, the buffers containing sucrose had lower values compared to those with NaCl.   
 
 
Table III- 10: Thermal stability of mAb, mAb Fl, mAb DEAC and mAb Eo in different formulations in histidine or phosphate buffer with sucrose or NaCl at pH 6.5 or 7.2, respectively. The onset and midpoint (Trans) of aggregation (Tagg) were determined with SLS at 266 and 473 nm, the melting temperatures (Tm) using the ratio of intrinsic fluorescence of 350 to 330 nm (* p ≤ 0.05,** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001).     Tagg 266 nm, onset Tagg 266 nm Trans Tagg 473 nm, onset Tagg 473 nm Trans Tm,onset Tm mAb His Suc pH 6.5 67.50 ± 1.00 76.81 ± 0.86 72.17 ± 1.30 78.36 ± 5.10 57.59 ± 2.08 68.85 ± 0.79   pH 7.2 65.64 ± 2.14 71.80 ± 0.79 70.31 ± 1.25 73.32 ± 0.84 56.77 ± 2.58 69.57 ± 0.31  His NaCl pH 7.2 69.20 ± 0.54 72.42 ± 0.12 70.72 ± 0.01 76.17 ± 4.73 51.60 ± 6.11 69.35 ± 0.41  Phos Suc pH 7.2 65.79 ± 2.89 72.75 ± 0.88 67.98 ± 2.38 74.86 ± 0.38 57.44 ± 3.07 70.10 ± 0.10  Phos NaCl pH 6.5 69.05 ± 0.71 72.35 ± 0.26 70.99 ± 0.14 73.50 ± 0.12 54.16 ± 4.61 67.92 ± 1.42   pH 7.2 69.59 ± 0.56 72.65 ± 0.26 71.38 ± 0.27 73.56 ± 0.07 54.30 ± 5.31 68.42 ± 0.95   pH 8.5 69.08 ± 0.68 72.90 ± 0.43 71.35 ± 0.44 74.92 ± 0.34 55.21 ± 5.09 67.34 ± 1.37 mAb Fl His Suc pH 6.5 66.12 ± 1.40 72.73* ± 0.07 70.64 ± 0.14 73.40*** ± 0.25 56.31 ± 1.59 69.53 ± 0.89   pH 7.2 63.37 ± 3.08 69.44 ± 2.14 67.41 ± 3.70 72.51 ± 0.63 57.21 ± 2.95 68.33 ± 1.07  His NaCl pH 7.2 65.01*** ± 0.25 70.69*** ± 0.10 68.94*** ± 0.32 72.36 ± 0.54 53.77 ± 4.65 66.54 ± 0.91  Phos Suc pH 7.2 63.03 ± 0.46 68.85 ± 0.99 67.15 ± 1.05 72.14*** ± 0.13 60.27 ± 3.49 70.38 ± 0.31  Phos NaCl pH 6.5 65.28** ± 0.75 71.41 ± 0.62 69.21** ± 0.30 72.14** ± 0.33 50.66 ± 4.96 67.50 ± 0.65   pH 7.2 67.16* ± 1.14 72.70 ± 0.39 71.37 ± 0.44 74.76** ± 0.39 50.64 ± 1.93 66.81 ± 1.73   pH 8.5 66.91 ± 2.31 72.93 ± 0.83 71.22 ± 0.59 76.75 ± 1.10 47.22 ± 5.16 65.49 ± 0.40 mAb DEAC His Suc pH 6.5 67.53 ± 0.27 74.29* ± 0.51 72.57 ± 0.45 77.75*** ± 0.39 58.54 ± 9.15 69.67 ± 0.69   pH 7.2 65.21 ± 1.08 70.97 ± 0.33 68.95** ± 0.29 72.42 ± 0.37 56.13 ± 3.78 69.21 ± 0.68  His NaCl pH 7.2 68.09 ± 0.97 72.07 ± 0.33 70.22* ± 0.26 73.19 ± 0.19 57.26 ± 1.15 69.49 ± 1.04  Phos Suc pH 7.2 61.35 ± 3.14 68.96 ± 0.61 66.24 ± 1.76 70.74*** ± 0.19 56.82 ± 1.86 68.91 ± 0.38  Phos NaCl pH 6.5 68.00 ± 0.76 71.59* ± 0.18 70.13* ± 0.34 72.85* ± 0.19 56.59 ± 2.08 68.23 ± 0.80   pH 7.2 67.66 ± 1.61 72.06 ± 0.59 70.65 ± 0.41 73.48 ± 0.25 56.75 ± 2.57 68.34 ± 1.21   pH 8.5 68.38 ± 0.12 72.91 ± 0.09 71.20 ± 0.37 75.35 ± 0.09 54.79 ± 2.57 67.35 ± 1.07 mAb Eo His Suc pH 6.5 61.00*** ± 0.76 66.77*** ± 0.86 62.28*** ± 2.10 69.68*** ± 1.72 53.82 ± 1.35 68.28 ± 1.24   pH 7.2 62.25 ± 0.44 67.55*** ± 0.44 65.52** ± 0.30 69.46*** ± 0.39 51.01* ± 2.20 69.13 ± 1.75  His NaCl pH 7.2 63.35** ± 0.87 68.41** ± 0.60 66.21** ± 0.91 70.41 ± 1.00 51.69 ± 1.95 67.10 ± 2.43  Phos Suc pH 7.2 60.39 ± 0.80 65.84*** ± 0.88 63.26 ± 0.43 68.40*** ± 0.77 49.71* ± 2.76 68.84 ± 0.88  Phos NaCl pH 6.5 61.29* ± 2.53 67.40** ± 0.76 66.39** ± 1.46 68.62*** ± 0.20 54.47 ± 12.32 69.70 ± 1.45   pH 7.2 62.76*** ± 0.43 69.33*** ± 0.21 68.09*** ± 0.30 71.14** ± 0.65 47.78 ± 3.07 64.58** ± 2.56   pH 8.5 63.46** ± 1.00 70.15*** ± 0.18 68.64** ± 0.09 72.03*** ± 0.17 43.81* ± 4.85 66.12 ± 1.61 45
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3.2.2 Interactions of the MAb Conjugates at Various Buffer Systems To analyze the effect of conjugation on protein-protein interactions, the kD of the conjugates and the naïve mAb as a function of a temperature ramp was analyzed via DLS [49, 59]. Exemplarily, the temperature ramps of the naïve mAb and mAb Fl in 10 mM histidine buffer with 145 mM NaCl at pH 7.2 are shown in Figure SIII- 2. The hydrodynamic radius rh was constant between 20 and 65 °C and strongly increased at higher temperatures, demonstrating protein aggregation. From the diffusion coefficients of seven concentrations between 0.2 and 10 mg/mL, the D0, the diffusion interaction parameter at infinite dilution, and kD were calculated. The D0 started at a value of 2.5 x 10-7 cm2/s for the naïve mAb, increased up to 65 °C to values at about 7.0 x 10-7 cm2/s, followed by a decrease. The kD was rather constant up to 65 °C and then it sharply dropped. This is due to the aggregation of the mAb samples, upon which the kD values are not calculated correctly. For the naïve mAb, the kD began at slightly positive values at 20 °C, whereas the kD of mAb Fl was at about -25 mL/g. Whereby kD reflects both thermodynamic and hydrodynamic contributions, ∗  consists of only the thermodynamic parameter [49]. After transfer of the kD values to ∗ , negative ∗  values mark net attractive protein-protein interactions and positive values indicate net repulsive interactions [49, 60]. The ∗  values were used to evaluate the thermodynamic stability of the naïve mAb and mAb conjugate formulations and are displayed in Figure III- 4.  For the naïve mAb, the samples generally depicted positive, repulsive interactions, up to 60 to 70 °C, depending on the formulations. Exceptions were the PS°7.2 and PN 6.5 buffers, in which the mAb samples showed attractive interaction already at 20 °C. The high error of the values at 70 °C and above reflect the inadequate fit upon aggregation and these values should not be used for further interpretation [49]. The ∗  values for the mAb conjugates greatly differed, but showed more attractive values at 20 °C, which indicates a higher aggregation propensity and lower colloidal stability. For mAb Fluorescein, attractive interactions appeared at ambient temperatures for all buffers except PN 6.5 and PN 8.5. The ∗  range was comparable to the naïve mAb. Similarly, negative, attractive values were found for most buffers for mAb Eosin. Only PS 7.2 and PN 6.5 showed repulsive interactions below 60 °C for mAb Eo. mAb DEAC revealed negative values at 20 °C in all buffers, but these turned positive at 40 °C for the buffers tested, except for HN 7.2 which remained negative. 
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 Figure III- 4: +,∗of the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates in different buffer systems as a function of temperature.  3.3 Isothermal Storage Stability Studies of MAb Conjugates To study whether the difference in colloidal stability between the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates translates into an effect upon storage, the samples were stored for 6 months at 2-8 °C, 25 °C and 40 °C in different formulations [61]. Samples were analyzed for aggregation, fragmentation and changes in secondary structure. 3.3.1 Formation of Visible Particles The formation of visible particles of the mAb samples was accessed through photographs and visual inspection according to the evaluation scale of the Deutscher Arzneimittel Codex (DAC) probe 5 [51]. Visible particles could not be detected by photography (Figure SIII- 3 - Figure SIII- 5). Directly after conjugation, particles were observed in the mAb Eosin HS 6.5 formulation upon visual inspection and DAC evaluation, whereas all other formulations were free of visible particles (Table III- 11). For the naïve mAb, storage did not induce the formation of visible particles in the PN 7.2 buffer, but led to visible particles after 6 months at 5 and 25 °C in HS 6.5 (Table SIII- 1 and Table SIII- 2). For mAb Fl and mAb DEAC low numbers of visible particles were observed in PN 7.2 and HS 6.5 buffers. Whereas no substantial visible particles were seen for mAb DEAC in any condition, visible particles were detected after 6 months of mAb Fl storage in HS 6.5 at 25 °C. In contrast, mAb Eo samples showed visible particles at all storage time points in the HS 6.5 formulation. After 6 months at 25 and 40 °C, visible particles occurred for mAb Eo also in PN 7.2 (Table III- 11). The amount of visible particles increased during the long-term storage, whereby the particle formation can be ranked in the ascending order of 5 °C < 25 °C < 40 °C. An exception was the naïve mAb HS 6.5 sample, which showed high particle 
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numbers at 25 and 5 °C. In general, more particles were observed in the mAb HS 6.5 formulations compared to PN 7.2 formulations. MAb Eosin in HS 6.5 showed the most substantial visible particle formation. For the other mAb conjugates, visible particle formation was comparable to the naïve mAb. Table III- 11: Visible particles according to the DAC-probe 5 scale for mAb stability samples after storage for 0, 1, 3 and 6 m at 40 °C. 40 °C 0 m 1 m 3 m 6 m mAb HS 6.5 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 mAb PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 mAb Fl HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 mAb Fl PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 mAb DEAC HS 6.5 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 1 2 2 2 2 mAb DEAC PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 mAb Eo HS 6.5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 2 10 10 10 mAb Eo PN 7.2 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 10 2 10 buffer HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 buffer PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  3.3.2 Formation of Subvisible Particles Results of the light scattering reflected in the absorbance values at 700 nm, as an indicator for particle formation, are reported in Figure SIII- 6. Light scattering measurements at 350 nm, the wavelength which is typically used, were unsuitable due to strong absorption of the conjugated fluorescent dyes. At t0, the absorbance values at 700 nm of the mAb samples were similar to the reference buffer between 0.03 for 0.04. Over storage at 5 °C, 25 °C and 40 °C, absorbance values of the naïve mAb and mAb conjugate samples fluctuated between 0.03 and 0.045, which was not significantly different from the reference buffers. Thus, no substantial formation of light scattering particles occurred, neither for the naïve mAb nor for the mAb conjugates. Additionally, light obscuration (LO) and micro-flow imaging (MFI) measurements were performed. In the LO results, low particle numbers ≥ 1 µm/mL were obtained for the naïve mAb after the mock-conjugation (Figure III- 5). During storage, the particle numbers increased and after 6 months, the highest number of particles occurred in the HS 6.5 buffer at 25 °C. Storage at 5 °C also resulted in higher particle numbers in the HS 6.5 buffer. These trends for the naïve mAb also occurred for particles ≥ 10 µm/mL (Figure SIII- 7) and ≥ 25 µm/mL (Figure SIII- 8). For the mAb conjugates, particle numbers also increased upon storage. MAb Fl showed similar particles numbers as the naïve mAb and more particles were generated in the HS 6.5 compared to PN 7.2 buffer. However, more particles were formed after storage at 5 °C compared to 25 °C and 40 °C. Overall, mAb DEAC exhibited very low 
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particle numbers. MAb Eo showed high subvisible particle numbers already directly after conjugation and after storage at 40°C. Due to the formation of visible particles and precipitates (s. 3.3.1), the mAb Eo samples after 3 and 6 months of storage were diluted for LO and MFI analyses. For mAb DEAC and mAb Eo, stability in HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 did not differ. As the buffer controls showed low particles numbers at all time points, the generated subvisible particles did not originate from the container closure system. Furthermore, typical particle images obtained via MFI are shown in Figure SIII- 9. Heterogenous mixtures of protein particles (differing in intensity and structure) appeared, without evidence for foreign particles [62, 63]. MFI values were higher compared to LO due to the higher sensitivity of the MFI and showed large fluctuations, possibly also related to a change of the MFI cell during the 6 month storage period, so that no clear trends in particle formation could be seen       (Figure III- 6) [63-66].  
 
 
 
Figure III- 5: LO particle counts ≥ 1 µm/mL for naïve mAb and mAb conjugates stored for 0, 1, 3 and 6 months at 5, 25 and 40 °C. 
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 Figure III- 6: MFI particle counts ≥ 1 µm/mL after 0 m and 6 m storage at 5, 25 and 40 °C. 3.3.3 Formation of Soluble Aggregates and Fragments The aggregation and fragmentation of the mAb samples were further analyzed using HP-SEC, SDS-PAGE, CE-SDS and DLS. For HP-SEC, the AUC at t0 was set at 100 % for each mAb and mAb conjugate formulation separately (Table SIII- 3). Three different mobile phases and two different columns were used because of different interactions between the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates and the column resin matrixes. For the naïve mAb, the AUC remained unchanged in the HS 6.5 formulation. After 6 months at 40 °C in PN 7.2 the AUC decreased, indicating a substantial formation of insoluble aggregates have formed, which were removed before or on the column. The AUC of mAb Fl also decreased upon storage for 6 months, whereas mAb DEAC showed comparable AUC levels for all time points. MAb Eo displayed the greatest change in AUC with decreases after 6 months at 40°C in both buffers. None of the tested mAb and mAb conjugates showed any differences in the AUC after storage at 5°C and 25 °C.  The distribution of the mAb and mAb conjugate samples in monomer, fragment and soluble aggregate shares is shown in Table III- 12 to Table III- 14. At t0, the naïve mAb exhibited approximately 97 % monomer, ≤ 3 % LMWS and ≤0.5 % HMWS. These percentages were similar for mAb DEAC and mAb Eo. MAb Fl showed approx. 4 % HMWS after conjugation. For the naïve mAb, the monomer content decreased during the 6 months. Correspondingly, the LMWS increased, e.g. up to 17 % for mAb PN 7.2 after 6 months at 40 °C. The monomer content for the mAb conjugates also decreased during storage. Whereas the amount of LMWS was comparable to the naïve mAb, HMWS increased during storage for mAb DEAC. Aggregate formation increased with higher temperatures; after 6 months at 40 °C 12 % of the sample was aggregated in the PN 7.2 formulation. 
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Temperature-dependent aggregation and fragmentation were also observed for mAb Fl and mAb Eo. Whereas mAb Fl had slightly higher HMWS than mAb DEAC, mAb Eo had the highest levels of aggregates and fragments. After storage at 40 °C, 21 % of mAb Eo in PN 7.2 were aggregated. In general, the monomer content of the mAb and mAb conjugate samples decreased more in PN 7.2 compared to the HS 6.5 buffer.   
 
 
Table III- 12: Monomer (main peak), LMWS (lower molecular weight species) and HMWS (higher molecular weight species) content of mAb samples in HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 buffers stored at 5 °C as determined by HP-SEC. 5°C  t0      t3, 5°C      t6, 5°C        HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS Monomer LMWS mAb HS 0.29 ± 0.04 97.50 ± 0.09 2.21 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.00 91.95 ± 0.38 8.06 ± 0.38 0.00 ± 0.00 92.86 ± 0.29 7.14 ± 0.29 PN 0.52 ± 0.05 96.54 ± 0.05 2.94 ± 0.09 0.16 ± 0.01 97.00 ± 0.27 2.84 ± 0.28 0.47 ± 0.43 88.82 ± 1.53 10.71 ± 1.13 mAb Fl HS 4.10 ± 0.03 94.68 ± 0.51 1.21 ± 0.52 1.19 ± 0.27 89.36 ± 1.82 9.45 ± 1.64 1.32 ± 0.15 84.56 ± 0.04 14.11 ± 0.15 PN 4.73 ± 0.40 94.34 ± 0.42 0.93 ± 0.11 2.98 ± 0.13 94.44 ± 0.16 2.58 ± 0.13 4.63 ± 0.08 78.40 ± 2.17 16.97 ± 2.10 mAb DEAC HS 0.11 ± 0.05 96.69 ± 0.22 3.20 ± 0.22 0.00 ± 0.00 96.57 ± 0.06 3.43 ± 0.06 0.02 ± 0.04 96.63 ± 0.28 3.35 ± 0.24 PN 0.80 ± 0.11 95.77 ± 0.54 3.42 ± 0.47 0.50 ± 0.08 94.84 ± 0.63 4.66 ± 0.58 1.20 ± 0.17 89.39 ± 3.12 9.42 ± 3.25 mAb Eo HS 0.97 ± 0.12 96.35 ± 0.05 2.68 ± 0.17 1.13 ± 0.35 91.04 ± 1.42 7.83 ± 1.08 1.50 ± 0.13 72.20 ± 1.81 26.30 ± 1.89 PN 1.55 ± 0.40 95.90 ± 0.42 2.56 ± 0.70 1.85 ± 0.25 95.11 ± 0.40 3.04 ± 0.21 2.40 ± 0.13 64.45 ± 0.11 33.16 ± 0.24  Table III- 13: Monomer (main peak), LMWS (lower molecular weight species) and HMWS (higher molecular weight species) content of mAb samples in HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 buffers stored at 25 °C as determined by HP-SEC. 25°C  t0      t3, 25°C     t6, 25°C      HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS  Monomer LMWS mAb HS 0.29 ± 0.04 97.50 ± 0.09 2.21 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.00 87.42 ± 0.74 12.58 ± 0.74 0.00 ± 0.00 84.48 ± 0.61 15.52 ± 0.61  PN 0.52 ± 0.05 96.54 ± 0.05 2.94 ± 0.09 0.33 ± 0.10 96.16 ± 0.44 3.50 ± 0.41 0.69 ± 0.24 87.70 ± 1.47 11.61 ± 1.24 mAb Fl HS 4.10 ± 0.03 94.68 ± 0.51 1.21 ± 0.52 1.30 ± 0.09 88.50 ± 0.15 10.20 ± 0.08 1.54 ± 0.35 82.07 ± 1.34 16.39 ± 1.56  PN 4.73 ± 0.40 94.34 ± 0.42 0.93 ± 0.11 2.56 ± 0.13 94.23 ± 0.05 3.21 ± 0.12 4.76 ± 0.08 75.17 ± 2.80 20.07 ± 2.76 mAb DEAC HS 0.11 ± 0.05 96.69 ± 0.22 3.20 ± 0.22 0.29 ± 0.09 94.40 ± 0.16 5.31 ± 0.23 0.35 ± 0.03 93.50 ± 0.39 6.14 ± 0.42  PN 0.80 ± 0.11 95.77 ± 0.54 3.42 ± 0.47 1.18 ± 0.14 94.10 ± 0.36 4.72 ± 0.42 2.14 ± 0.37 86.16 ± 3.14 11.71 ± 3.47 mAb Eo HS 0.97 ± 0.12 96.35 ± 0.05 2.68 ± 0.17 1.36 ± 0.28 90.61 ± 0.37 8.03 ± 0.57 2.49 ± 0.07 68.72 ± 0.51 28.79 ± 0.46  PN 1.55 ± 0.40 95.90 ± 0.42 2.56 ± 0.70 2.28 ± 0.64 93.67 ± 0.96 4.05 ± 0.49 3.36 ± 0.33 64.44 ± 0.73 32.21 ± 0.94  
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Table III- 14: Monomer (main peak), LMWS (lower molecular weight species) and HMWS (higher molecular weight species) content of mAb samples in HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 buffers stored at 40 °C as determined by HP-SEC. 40°C  t0   t1, 40°C   HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS Monomer LMWS mAb HS 0.29 ± 0.04 97.50 ± 0.09 2.21 ± 0.05 0.09 ± 0.13 95.02 ± 0.40 4.89 ± 0.52  PN 0.52 ± 0.05 96.54 ± 0.05 2.94 ± 0.09 1.36 ± 0.07 93.26 ± 0.31 5.38 ± 0.34 mAb Fl HS 4.10 ± 0.03 94.68 ± 0.51 1.21 ± 0.52 2.36 ± 0.23 86.92 ± 0.55 10.72 ± 0.76  PN 4.73 ± 0.40 94.34 ± 0.42 0.93 ± 0.11 6.32 ± 0.59 89.03 ± 0.53 4.66 ± 0.14 mAb DEAC HS 0.11 ± 0.05 96.69 ± 0.22 3.20 ± 0.22 0.38 ± 0.28 93.78 ± 0.28 5.83 ± 0.50  PN 0.80 ± 0.11 95.77 ± 0.54 3.42 ± 0.47 3.13 ± 0.19 90.40 ± 0.40 6.47 ± 0.45 mAb Eo HS 0.97 ± 0.12 96.35 ± 0.05 2.68 ± 0.17 2.65 ± 0.32 87.21 ± 0.63 10.14 ± 0.93  PN 1.55 ± 0.40 95.90 ± 0.42 2.56 ± 0.70 4.51 ± 0.43 91.61 ± 0.53 3.89 ± 0.80    t3, 40°C t6, 40°C   HMWS Monomer LMWS HMWS Monomer LMWS mAb HS 0.04 ± 0.07 93.10 ± 1.27 7.34 ± 0.90 0.32 ± 0.07 86.59 ± 1.23 13.08 ± 1.25  PN 2.88 ± 1.14 88.65 ± 2.06 8.47 ± 0.93 1.30 ± 0.20 81.43 ± 1.46 17.27 ± 1.65 mAb F HS 2.14 ± 0.07 82.97 ± 0.37 14.89 ± 0.32 4.28 ± 0.78 72.76 ± 4.15 22.96 ± 4.92  PN 13.74 ± 0.86 80.84 ± 1.10 5.42 ± 0.25 13.51 ± 0.47 67.06 ± 0.91 19.43 ± 0.68 mAb DEAC HS 1.49 ± 0.66 80.87 ± 3.79 17.64 ± 4.40 5.23 ± 0.52 76.78 ± 0.73 18.00 ± 0.22  PN 8.81 ± 0.97 81.75 ± 1.09 9.11 ± 1.00 12.33 ± 0.09 70.77 ± 0.17 16.90 ± 0.08 mAb Eo HS 3.36 ± 0.20 82.22 ± 0.84 14.42 ± 0.66 3.23 ± 0.36 60.12 ± 1.30 36.66 ± 1.45  PN 9.69 ± 0.23 85.46 ± 0.37 4.85 ± 0.27 21.42 ± 0.41 62.06 ± 0.84 16.52 ± 1.20  
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Furthermore, SDS-PAGE was used to investigate the aggregation and fragmentation of the mAb samples. For the naïve mAb, clear bands for monomer and fragments in HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 were visible after silver staining (Figure SIII- 10). No additional bands were visible for the naïve mAb after storage for 6 months. For mAb Fl and mAb Eo, dimer formation with a molecular weight of about 300 kDa was seen independent of the buffer after conjugation. Storage for 6 months did not induce additional bands for these two mAb conjugates. MAb DEAC displayed a monomer band and fragment peaks after conjugation and storage at 5 °C for 6 months. Storage at 25 °C induced dimer formation for mAb DEAC PN 7.2 and at 40 °C for all buffers.  Possibly formed covalent, but non-reducible, bonds were identified using CE-SDS under reducing conditions. The gels are displayed in Figure SIII- 11 and the results are summarized in Table III- 15. For the naïve mAb, a substantial amount of LMWS and little HMWS were observed at t0. In contrast to the SEC and SDS-PAGE results, fragmentation as well as aggregation enhanced upon storage for 6 months. However, fragmentation did not increase as significantly as seen in the SEC results. The molecular weight doubled from 70 kDa to approx. 140 kDa, indicating that dimers may have formed. The temperature-dependent increase in aggregation and fragmentation seen in SEC was confirmed. The mAb and the mAb conjugates showed similar stability in both buffers. The comparable percentages of HMWS in SEC and CE-SDS indicate that the HMWS were not covalently bond.           
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Table III- 15: CE-SDS results under reducing conditions. Percentage of HMWS and LMWS as well as monomer (light+heavy chain) of naïve mAb (mAb), mAb Fluorescein (mAb Fl), mAb DEAC (mAb DEAC), mAb Eosin (mAb Eo) in histidine sucrose buffer (HS 6.5) and phosphate NaCl buffer (PN 7.2). NA: sample not analyzed.   HMWS [%] Monomer [%] LMWS [%] mAb HS 6.5 t0 0.7 93.7 5.6  t6, 5°C 0.5 89.2 10.3  t6, 25°C 3.3 93.6 3.1  t6, 40°C 4 90.9 5.1 mAb PN 7.2 t0 0.7 98.1 1.2  t6, 5°C 0.5 95.2 4.3  t6, 25°C 3.2 95.5 1.3  t6, 40°C NA NA NA mAb Fl HS 6.5 t0 5.3 93.0 1.7  t6, 5°C 3.9 96.1 0.0  t6, 25°C 2.6 94 3.4  t6, 40°C 6.8 90.6 2.6 mAb Fl PN 7.2 t0 4.4 93.9 1.7  t6, 5°C 3.7 94.7 1.6  t6, 25°C 4.1 93.4 2.5  t6, 40°C 6.8 86.6 6.6 mAb DEAC HS 6.5 t0 0.6 96.8 2.6  t6, 5°C 0.9 98.1 1.0  t6, 25°C 4.4 92.1 3.5  t6, 40°C 4.1 91.7 4.2 mAb DEAC PN 7.2 t0 1.9 95.6 2.6  t6, 5°C 1.3 98.7 0  t6, 25°C 2 94.4 3.6  t6, 40°C 8.6 83.3 8.1 mAb Eo HS 6.5 t0 2.6 94.3 3.2  t6, 5°C 2.6 94.7 2.7  t6, 25°C 6.3 91.5 2.2  t6, 40°C 17.4 74.5 8.1 mAb Eo PN 7.2 t0 5.8 92.8 1.5  t6, 5°C 8.2 88.9 2.9  t6, 25°C 11 89 0  t6, 40°C 11.2 80.5 8.3  The hydrodynamic radius of the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates, as measured by DLS, was about 6 nm and did not increase over 6-month storage at 5 °C and 25 °C (Figure III- 7). Whereas storage at 40 °C in HS 6.5 did not lead to a change, the hydrodynamic radii were significantly increased in the PN 7.2 buffer for the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates. The change in the hydrodynamic radius in HS 6.5 for mAb DEAC and mAb Eo is not statistically significant.  
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 Figure III- 7: Hydrodynamic radii [nm] of naïve mAb (mAb), mAb Fluorescein (mAb Fl), mAb DEAC (mAb DEAC) and mAb Eosin (mAb Eo) in histidine sucrose (HS 6.5) and phosphate NaCl (PN 7.2) buffer, respectively (* p   0.05,** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001).  3.3.4 Changes in Secondary Structure Potential conformational changes due to conjugation as well as upon storage were analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy considering the amide I band [67-71]. The spectrum of the naïve mAb in HS 6.5 was dominated by the β-sheet elements at 1639 cm-1 (Figure SIII- 12). The small band at 1689 cm-1 can also be assigned to β-sheet structures, whereas the band at 1664 cm-1 can be attributed to turns. Either β-sheet structures or side-chain effects induced the band at 1616 cm-1 [67, 70]. No differences were seen between the naïve mAb and the mAb conjugates at t0. Minor differences were seen in the FTIR spectra between HS 6.5 and PN 7.2 buffers, but these were not significant for the assigned bands. Upon storage for 6 months, the secondary structure did not change significantly. Thus, the secondary structure was not influenced by the hydrophobic payloads or storage for up to 6 months.   
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4 DISCUSSION Coupling of a hydrophobic payload to an antibody may negatively impact the physical stability and increase the aggregation propensity. In this study, three different mAb model conjugates of similar DOL were compared to the parent mAb with respect to conformational, colloidal and long-term storage stability.  All conjugates were generated through coupling of an activated fluorescent dye via primary amino groups on cetuximab. The pIs was markedly decreased for mAb Fl and mAb Eo. NHS-Fluorescein and Eosin-ITC introduce two negative charges to the mAb for each molecule attached at pH 6.5 and above and remove the positive charge of lysine. In contrast, the tertiary amino group of DEAC-SE has a theoretical pKa of 4.2, and the molecule is neutrally charged at the pH values tested. For mAb DEAC-SE, the pI was hardly affected, indicating that the low pI of mAb Fl and mAb Eo can essentially be attributed to the added charge. This relationship has been discussed in the literature for different fluorescent dyes [9, 55, 72]. The higher hydrophobicity of Eosin compared to Fluorescein did not have an influence on the pI. The high availability of primary amino groups from lysine side chains and the N-termini per mAb leads to heterogeneous mixtures of DOLs [73, 74]. This also poses challenges for MS analysis. Previous MS studies have identified 40 out of 86 lysines to be conjugated to DM1, with low abundances per site [35]. Although differences were found between mAb and mAb Fl in peptide map analysis, these changes could not be attributed to specific lysine residues.   4.1 Thermal Conformational Stability and Temperature Dependent Protein-Protein Interactions Conjugation does not significantly change the conformational stability in terms of Tm. The Tm and Tm,onset values were not changed for mAb conjugates compared to the naïve mAb except for mAb Eo in selected formulations. Several authors have described a Tm decrease for ADCs conjugated via the cysteines [16, 75, 76]. This destabilization for the cysteine linkage compared to our lysine linkage could result from a generalized destabilization of the antibody due to changes in the hinge region which typically stabilizes antibodies. Acchione et al., who coupled biotin to different mAb structures, also revealed that conjugation to the thiols in the hinge region decreased the thermal stability of the IgG1 scaffold more compared to amine and carbohydrate coupling [77]. For lysine-linked Kadcyla®, the Tm1 of the CH2 region was decreased by 4.5 °C compared to its naïve mAb [20]. The authors explained this with the density of lysine residues present in the CH2 region as well as their reaction propensity. For our antibody, cetuximab, the first DSC transition reflects a pre-transition of the Fab region and the 
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large second peak resembles the main transition of Fab and CH2 [47]. Hence, the unfolding characteristics of our cetuximab conjugates may not have changed because the region most affected by coupling of a payload is not featured in the lowest Tm value. The decreased values for a few mAb Eo formulations could result from the stronger hydrophobicity of Eosin compared to Fluorescein. The in general close proximity of Tm and Tagg for mAb Eo points to almost simultaneous unfolding and aggregation. Changes were seen in the Tagg as the resistance against aggregation can be ranked in the order of naïve mAb > mAb DEAC> mAb Fl > mAb Eo. As the pI values of mAb DEAC and the naïve mAb are comparable, the destabilization for mAb DEAC is most likely due to the added hydrophobicity, corresponding to literature values on ADCs [16]. In four of the tested seven buffers for mAb Fl and in six for mAb Eo showed a lower Tagg compared to the naïve mAb. At pH 6.5 and 7.2 these conjugates are close to their pI and exhibit low net charge. This correlation between Tagg and a pH close to pI was also described by Kheddo et al. [78]. mAb Eo is more hydrophobic than mAb Fl which explains the higher aggregation propensity at increasing temperature. Correspondingly, mAb Fl and mAb Eo are more stable in the lower ionic strength sucrose formulations [16], whereas in the presence of NaCl the stronger charge shielding reduces repulsive charge-based protein-protein interactions. Thus, whereas conformational stability of cetuximab appears to be more or less unaffected by the conjugation, the results already point to an increased aggregation propensity and colloidal instability of the mAb conjugates in the context of unfolding. Analysis of the interaction parameter kD upon unfolding conditions is not conclusive due to an inadequate fit and model. For long term stability of mAb conjugates at a storage temperature far below Tm, the interaction parameter correspondingly to the protein-protein-interactions should be of more importance. Low ionic strength buffers at a pH near the pI of the mAb increase the propensity for self-association as no charge stabilizes it [79, 80]. For example, the naïve mAb showed net attraction at 20 to 80 °C in PS 7.2, which is close to cetuximab’s pI. Moreover, this correlates to the results discussed above, as PS 7.2 had demonstrated the highest conformational, but lowest colloidal stability. Addition of the salt when the mAb is charged, e.g. PN 6.5, also destabilizes the mAb as the salt shields repulsive charges, leading to attraction. MAb DEAC, with almost identical pI, showed more net attraction compared to the naïve mAb, which must result from the added hydrophobic payload. The results obtained for mAb Fl and mAb Eo demonstrated more attractive protein-protein interactions, which can also be explained by electrostatic interactions and the hydrophobic payload. Aggregation and colloidal instability of the mAb conjugates may also be attributed to aggregation hot spots or a small unstable fraction of the conjugated sample [81, 82].  
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4.2 Isothermal Storage Stability Studies of MAb Conjugates Storage stability over 6 months was tested at 5, 25 and 40 °C to access whether the differences, specifically in protein-protein-interactions between the mAb conjugates and the naïve mAb, translate into a different storage stability relevant for drug product development. The two formulation conditions tested were HS 6.5 and PN 7.2, which reflect a high and low ionic strength formulation at two pH values in the neutral and the slightly acidic region. For these two buffer systems, mAb DEAC shows a small decrease in colloidal stability compared to the naïve mAb, whereas mAb Fl was colloidally more instable and mAb Eo demonstrated slightly conformational and colloidal destabilization based on Tm and ∗ . Aggregate formation was assessed at different levels. Large particles were analyzed by visual inspection and photography, subvisible particles by LO and MFI, particles in the higher nm range via absorbance at 700 nm, small HMWS by SEC and DLS, and dimers and trimers by SDS-PAGE and CE-SDS. After 6 months, the formation of visible particles was noted in HS formulations, specifically for mAb Eo stored at 40 °C and mAb and mAb Fl stored at 25 °C. Subvisible particles as determined with LO and MFI increased upon storage and elevated temperatures in correspondence to the results obtained from the visible particles. For example, cetuximab, which showed an increased number of visible particles particularly at 25 °C in HS 6.5, also displayed the highest number of subvisible particles greater than 10 and 25 µm/mL. The decreased colloidal and conformational stability of mAb Eo compared to the naïve mAb resulted in the most pronounced formation of subvisible particles ≥ 1 µm/mL. The morphology of the particles was translucent, implying that they are most likely protein particles [64, 66, 83]. For the other mAb conjugates, mAb DEAC and mAb Fl, particle formation was not enhanced. Thus, only the most hydrophobic payload, which also leads to a substantial negative charge, induced instability. Turbidity measured via absorbance at 700 nm was low and did not change upon storage for the naïve mAb ad mAb conjugates. Even smaller aggregates were accessed by DLS. The hydrodynamic radius of cetuximab and the conjugates obtained via DLS at t0 is comparable to literature [84-87], corresponding to the monomer. Upon storage at 40 °C in PN, the radii increased for both mAb and mAb conjugates. The greater hydrodynamic radii for the PN samples correlates to the higher amount of HMWS during HP-SEC analysis. Aggregation and fragmentation were furthermore analyzed using the orthogonal methods HP-SEC, SDS-PAGE, and CE-SDS. Naïve mAb samples showed little HMWS formation upon storage. After 6 months at 40 °C, the mAb conjugates showed an increase in the HMWS fraction in the order of mAb DEAC < mAb Fl < mAb Eo. Already after conjugation, a slight dimer formation was visible with 
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unreduced SDS-PAGE and reduced CE-SDS. The aggregate percentages are comparable in the unreduced and reduced SDS methods, indicating that the aggregates formed are not covalently bond. Aggregation is a common phenomenon for mAbs and ADCs. Cockrell et al. observed an enhanced aggregation for a mAb Eo conjugate upon exposure to light [28]. Wakankar et al. reported 15 % aggregate formation for Kadcyla® after 70 days at 40 °C [20]. Increased aggregation was shown for cysteine linked ADCs as well [16, 75, 76]. The aggregate formation of our mAb conjugates is less pronounced but correlates with the conjugate properties. At pH 6.5 and 7.2 mAb Fl and mAb Eo carry a net neutral charge due to their lower pI as compared to the naïve mAb, which promotes aggregation. Additionally, mAb Eo is more hydrophobic than mAb Fl, which triggers aggregation. For mAb DEAC and the naïve mAb with similarly high pI, aggregate formation is less pronounced. Still aggregation is stimulated for mAb DEAC due to the increased hydrophobicity and stronger attractive protein-protein-interactions. Potentially, free lysine residues increase mAb stability, as the exchange against arginine mutants has been shown to lead to a decreased mAb stability [88]. The aggregates were mainly not covalently bond as seen with CE-SDS. Aggregation was more pronounced in the PN buffer compared to HS for all formulations. This is due to the decreased electrostatic repulsion in PN with higher ionic strength [76] and the pH of 7.2 at which also the naïve mAb and mAb DEAC are neutrally charged. Independently, sucrose may reduce aggregation by stabilization based on preferential exclusion of water molecules [89].  The susceptibility of our mAb conjugates to fragmentation is mostly related to the mAb itself [20, 70, 74]. Fragmentation was increased substantially for all samples after 6 months as detected with SEC and CE-SDS. For the naïve mAb, the increase of aggregates was minimal, and the formation of fragments plays a significant role for cetuximab degradation. This correlates to 14 % fragment formation in PBS pH 6.0 after 26 weeks of storage at 40 °C / 75 % r.h. [90]. Non-enzymatic fragmentation of the protein backbone can occur due to the amino acid sequence, local flexibility, solvent conditions or metals and free radicals [91, 92]. As the percentage of fragments is similar for the naïve mAb and mAb conjugates in both buffers, fragmentation is independent of the conjugation process, added charge and added hydrophobicity.  No differences in the secondary structure were detectable for the mAb conjugates. The used concentration of 1 mg/mL is at the lower end of the instrument’s sensitivity, which could explain inaccuracies of the overlays and limitations on the sensitivity to detect changes. The secondary structure was also unaltered in other ADC studies [16, 75, 82]. Beckley et al. showed that secondary structures of the HMWS fraction of DOL 6 species of a thiol-linked ADC were altered after applying thermal stress for 4 weeks at 40 °C [75]. The HMWS fraction tested is very small compared to the entire mAb formulation in our case and possible subtle changes are not detectable with FTIR.  
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Thus, a correlation between conformational and colloidal stability and our isothermal stability study is possible. The most pronounced aggregation formation upon storage occurs for mAb Eo, which demonstrates a markedly decreased colloidal and conformational instability. The Eosin payload induces negative charges, leading to a low pI and a high hydrophobicity (cLogP: 6.0). Aggregation rates are comparable for the other two mAb conjugates, but mAb Fl shows more pronounced particle formation. MAb Fl, with the same charge as mAb Eo but a lower hydrophobicity (clogP: 3.1), exhibits a decreased colloidal stability. MAb DEAC, which has the same hydrophobicity as mAb Fl and a neutral charge compared to the positively charged lysine of the naïve mAb demonstrates slightly decreased colloidal stability. Overall, we see a decrease in the long-term stability of mAb conjugates in the order of mAb Eo> mAb Fl> mAb DEAC. This effect we can specifically link to the colloidal instabilities reflected by the protein-protein interaction parameter ∗  and to less extent to the conformational stability reflected by Tm. Contrary to Frka-Petesic et al. [82], we find that the prediction of stability based on interaction parameters is reasonable also for ADCs. We coupled the hydrophobic payload to the antibody via the primary amines. Since the linker has proven to be a critical aspect for ADC stability, pharmacokinetics and the therapeutic index [77, 93-95], future research could include different linker and spacer chemistry.   
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5 CONCLUSION Overall, the results of this study have shown that the correlation between conformational and colloidal stability and long-term stability is also possible for mAbs with hydrophobic payloads. We have identified and explained divergences that occurred in the characterization for a mAb with three hydrophobic payloads with different properties compared to the naïve mAb. The three model conjugates were hydrophobic fluorescent dyes, which carried neutral or negative charge as the positively charged lysine to which they were covalently coupled to on the mAb. The isoelectric point was decreased significantly upon adding negative charges. Melting temperatures did not differ greatly compared to the naïve mAb. Colloidal stability in terms of aggregation temperatures and apparent osmotic second virial coefficient was strongly formulation dependent. Taken together, the hydrophobic payloads decreased the colloidal stability. Upon storage at 2 - 8, 25 and 40 °C, mAb conjugates displayed increased aggregation. In some cases, also particle formation was detectable. Charge effects with conjugation had a greater impact on mAb stability than increased hydrophobicity. As for the naked mAbs, we recommend performing orthogonal analytics to assess the specific challenges of ADC stability.  6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS The peptide map measurements were performed at the Chair of Urban Water Systems Engineering of the TU Munich, for which we are indebted to the expertise and experimental help of Sylvia Grosse and Thomas Letzel. We thank Coriolis Pharma (Martinsried, Germany) for the possibility to use the Zetasizer APS. We are grateful for the opportunity to perform some of the OPTIM measurements at the Section of Biologics, Department of Pharmacy at the University of Copenhagen with the help of Fabrice Rose and Marco van de Weert. We also appreciate the possibility given by Wyatt Technologies and Lorenzo Gentiluomo to use the DynaPro Reader. Furthermore, we thank Nicole Popp (TU Munich) for her experimental help.    
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8 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 Figure SIII- 1: Decolorized scans of the IEF gels of the mAb samples after staining with Serva Blue. Cathode (-) and anode (+) were located at the right and left, respectively.  
Figure SIII- 2: Hydrodynamic radius rh (light grey triangles), interaction parameter kD (dark grey diamonds) and diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution (D0) (black squares) as a function of temperature. The melting temperature Tm and aggregation temperature Tagg are also filled in as black lines. A) mAb and B) mAb Fl in 10 mM histidine 145 mM NaCl pH 7.2 are shown as an example.  
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Table SIII- 1: Visible particles according to the DAC-probe 5 scale for mAb stability samples after storage for 0, 3 and 6 m at 25 °C. 25 °C 0 m 3 m 6 m mAb HS 6.5 0 0 1 2 2 2 10 10 10 mAb PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 mAb Fl HS 6.5 0 0 0 2 2 1 10 10 10 mAb Fl PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 mAb DEAC HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 mAb DEAC PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 mAb Eo HS 6.5 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 10 mAb Eo PN 7.2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 buffer HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 buffer PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  Table SIII- 2: Visible particles according to the DAC-probe 5 scale for mAb stability samples after storage for 0, 3 and 6 m at 5 °C. 5 °C 0 m 3 m 6 m mAb HS 6.5 0 0 1 0 1 0 10 10 2 mAb PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 mAb Fl HS 6.5 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 mAb Fl PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 mAb DEAC HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 mAb DEAC PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 mAb Eo HS 6.5 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 mAb Eo PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 buffer HS 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 buffer PN 7.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         
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40 °C sample 0 m 1 m 3 m 6 m 
mAb HS 6.5     
mAb PN 7.2     mAb Fl HS 6.5     mAb Fl PN 7.2     mAb DEAC HS 6.5     mAb DEAC PN 7.2     mAb Eo HS 6.5     mAb Eo PN 7.2     buffer HS 6.5     buffer PN 7.2     Figure SIII- 3: Photographs of the mAb samples after storage for 0, 1, 3 and 6 months at 40 °C. 
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25 °C sample 0 m 3 m 6m 
mAb HS 6.5    
mAb PN 7.2    
mAb Fl HS 6.5    
mAb Fl PN 7.2    
mAb DEAC HS 6.5    
mAb DEAC PN 7.2    
mAb Eo HS 6.5    
mAb Eo PN 7.2    
buffer HS 6.5    
buffer PN 7.2    Figure SIII- 4: Photographs of the mAb samples after storage for 0, 3 and 6 months at 25 °C. 
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5 °C sample 0 m 3 m 6m 
mAb HS 6.5    
mAb PN 7.2    
mAb Fl HS 6.5    
mAb Fl PN 7.2    
mAb DEAC HS 6.5    
mAb DEAC PN 7.2    
mAb Eo HS 6.5    
mAb Eo PN 7.2    
buffer HS 6.5    
buffer PN 7.2    Figure SIII- 5: Photographs of the mAb samples after storage for 0, 3 and 6 months at 5 °C. 
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Figure SIII- 6: Turbidity values measured at 700 nm for mAb samples after 0, 1, 3 and 6 months.       
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Figure SIII- 7: LO particle counts ≥ 10 µm/mL for naïve mAb and mAb conjugates stored for 0, 1, 3 and 6 months at 5, 25 and 40 °C.       
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Figure SIII- 8: LO particle counts ≥ 25 µm/mL for naïve mAb and mAb conjugates stored for 0, 1, 3 and 6 months at 5, 25 and 40 °C.     
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Table SIII- 3: Total AUC of the mAb samples in HS and PN buffers for 0, 1, 3, 6 months (t0, t1, t3, t6) at 5, 25 and 40 °C, respectively. Total AUC values were set in relation to 100 % AUC for each sample at t0.   t0  t1, 40°C  t3, 5°C  t3, 25°C  t3, 40°C  t6, 5°C  t6, 25°C  t6, 40°C  mAb HS 6.5 100.00 ± 2.78 99.42 ± 2.91 101.67 ± 0.33 105.91 ± 2.02 97.60 ± 1.07 100.40 ± 2.88 111.47 ± 3.84 100.58 ± 0.46  PN 7.2 100.00 ± 2.99 90.32 ± 5.16 98.54 ± 0.40 97.69 ± 0.49 86.36 ± 2.37 100.96 ± 2.28 102.42 ± 1.88 83.75 ± 5.23 mAb Fl HS 6.5 100.00 ± 2.24 100.88 ± 3.29 91.92 ± 3.95 101.88 ± 2.71 106.74 ± 0.53 94.49 ± 4.45 102.19 ± 2.73 98.55 ± 7.04  PN 7.2 100.00 ± 2.08 92.51 ± 1.89 99.15 ± 0.36 98.64 ± 0.42 97.91 ± 1.51 103.65 ± 1.56 98.62 ± 2.42 88.56 ± 3.10 mAb DEAC HS 6.5 100.00 ± 3.46 86.46 ± 3.08 96.01 ± 3.96 91.26 ± 3.72 64.78 ± 19.62 90.94 ± 6.99 102.23 ± 1.81 112.15 ± 9.58  PN 7.2 100.00 ± 1.86 97.28 ± 0.39 100.85 ± 0.70 99.41 ± 0.64 96.51 ± 2.59 102.04 ± 1.54 100.44 ± 1.81 97.97 ± 0.76 mAb Eo HS 6.5 100.00 ± 1.50 102.46 ± 0.41 107.57 ± 5.55 110.86 ± 2.51 95.10 ± 3.02 99.02 ± 3.55 106.37 ± 0.43 77.11 ± 1.13  PN 7.2 100.00 ± 1.24 89.14 ± 3.94 105.71 ± 0.61 103.69 ± 1.51 81.26 ± 1.17 100.80 ± 1.37 101.21 ± 1.84 81.32 ± 0.59  Unfolding, Aggregation, and Interaction of Antibody Conjugates79
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PN 7.2    Figure SIII- 9: Representative particle images from MFI, scaled to the same height.        
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 Figure SIII- 10: Decolorized scans of the non-reduced denatured SDS-Page gels after silver staining. The marker was applied on wells 1 and 5 for the gel after 0 m and on wells 1 and 8 for the gels after 6 months, respectively.  A) 
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B) 
 C) 
 D) 
 Figure SIII- 11: Reduced denatured CE-SDS gels after A) 0 m, B) 6 m 5 °C, C) 6 m 25 °C and D) 6 m 40 °C of mAb samples in His Suc and Phos NaCl buffers.    
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Figure SIII- 12: FT-IR spectra of mAb samples in stability study in HS 6.5 (HS) and PN 7.2 (PN) buffers.  
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CHAPTER IV:  ANTIBODY CONJUGATES – HOW DO THEY ADSORB AND INTERACT?  Abstract The present work aims to investigate the stability of ADCs against mechanical stress. Three model antibody conjugates were generated through coupling of the hydrophobic fluorescent dyes fluorescein, eosin and coumarin to cetuximab. Agitation led to an increased number of subvisible particles for the mAb conjugates compared to the naïve mAb. The hydrophobic nature of the attached dyes may alter the adsorption behavior to the air-liquid and glass-liquid interfaces and in addition foster attractive protein-protein interactions, which could trigger aggregation. The most hydrophobic and negatively charged mAb conjugate, mAb Eosin, did not show increased adsorption to the air-liquid or the glass-liquid interface, but the highest particle formation and the most flexible, soft adsorbed film on glass. Moreover, for mAb Eosin, the attractive protein-protein interactions did not correlate with the increase in number of particles. In contrast, an increase in the air-liquid interaction and attractive protein-protein interactions were found for mAb DEAC. As mAb DEAC also displayed elevated particle numbers, but has a comparable pI as the naïve mAb, particle formation can be correlated to the added hydrophobicity for mAb DEAC. These results underline that the payload characteristics substantially contribute to the charge and hydrophobicity-based interactions of ADCs and affect the susceptibility to mechanical and interface related stress.   The following chapter is intended for publication.   
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1 INTRODUCTION Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are an emerging therapeutic possibility for the treatment of cancer, combining the target spectrum of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) with cytotoxic payloads. This enhances the efficacy and selectivity for tumor cell killing [1-3]. Although ADCs have been mentioned in literature in the 1970s, first trials in the 1980s enjoyed limited success [4]. Only since the approval of Mylotarg® (Gemtuzumab ozogamicin) in 2000 and later Adcetris® (brentuximab vedotin), Kadcyla® (trastuzumab emtansine) and Besponsa® (inotuzumab ozogamicin), has research flourished [1, 4, 5]. Compared to unconjugated mAbs, the hydrophobic cytotoxic moiety of an ADC may induce aggregation and particle formation during manufacturing, transport or storage and thus reduce the product’s shelf life [6-8].  During manufacturing and transportation, the product is exposed to mechanical or shear stresses and comes more extensively in contact with different interfaces [9-11]. Applying shaking stress is an established quick stability assessment for a mAb formulation [12]. Protein adsorption to the air-liquid interface in combination with compression and decompression of the protein film formed may lead to structural changes and aggregation [9, 12-16]. Moreover, cavitation, local thermal effects, bubble entrapment and transportation of the altered protein from the air-liquid or air-container interface into the solution are possible [13, 17-20]. Proteins are susceptible to adsorb to solid surfaces such as tubes, tanks and primary packaging material during production and storage [21].  The hydrophobic cytotoxic moiety may reduce the conformational and colloidal stability of the ADC compared to the parent mAb, which can increase its tendency to aggregate [22]. Storage at elevated temperatures has confirmed this hypothesis [6, 23]. However, only one study has recently been performed that focused on the interfacial stability of ADCs. Vortexing at 3600 rpm up to 60 min at room temperature showed that trastuzumab emtansine contained a slightly higher percentage of aggregates compared to the parent antibody [24]. However, an understanding of the behavior of ADCs at the air-liquid and air-container interface is lacking. In this study, we examined the mechanical stability of mAb conjugates with a focus on particle formation. As model payloads for ADCs, we coupled three fluorescent dyes, NHS-Fluorescein (5/6-carboxyfluorescein, succinimidyl ester), DEAC-SE (7-diethylamino-coumarin-3 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester) and Eosin-ITC (Eosin-5-isothiocyanate) to the lysines of cetuximab. The three model ADCs had an average degree of labeling (DOL) of 4-5, resembling the optimal ratio of mAb to drug for ADCs of about 4 [25]. We studied the particle formation of the parent mAb and the mAb conjugates after agitation in glass vials. As interfacial adsorption phenomena may influence these results, we 
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analyzed the adsorption behavior to both the air-liquid and the glass-liquid interface. A reason for potentially enhanced particle formation could be stronger attractive protein-protein interactions.   
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 2.1 MAb as Model Protein Erbitux® (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was purchased at the local pharmacy as a 5 mg/mL Cetuximab formulation in citrate buffer pH 5.5 with glycine, polysorbate 80 and sodium chloride (NaCl) as stabilizers. Prior to further use, the antibody was purified from polysorbate 80 using protein A affinity chromatography on an ÄKTApurifier® 10 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfront, Buckinghamshire, UK) at a UV detection of 280 nm, as described by Tim Menzen [26]. The samples were then buffer exchanged to 10 mM phosphate, 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2 or 100 mM bicarbonate buffer pH 9.0 using a MinimateTM TFF Capsule with OmegaTM 30 K Membrane (PALL Life Sciences, Port Washington, NY, USA). The concentration was determined using an ɛ280nm of 1.49 mL g-1 cm-1. 2.2 Preparation of Antibody Conjugates The conjugation was performed as described in Chapter III. In brief, the fluorescent dyes were dissolved in DMSO (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA) at 10 mg/mL and added to the mAb as described in Table IV- 1. DMSO was added to all mixtures to the same total percentage of 1.4 %. The mixtures were incubated at r.t. for 1 h and 20 rpm shaking. Table IV- 1: Conjugation conditions of the fluorescent dyes to the mAb.  
Fluorescent Dye Supplier Molar ratio dye to mAb Conj. bufffer Conj. Name  5/6-carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) 
20 : 1 10 mM phosphate, 145 mM NaCl PBS pH 7.2 
mAb Fl 
7-diethylaminocoumarin-3-carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 10 : 1 10 mM phosphate, 145 mM NaCl PBS pH 7.2 
mAb DEAC 
Eosin-5-isothiocyanate (ThermoFisher Scientific) 15 : 1 100 mM bicarbonate buffer pH 9.0 
mAb Eo 
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All steps were performed under light protection. Separation of the unconjugated dye and organic solvents was performed using a MinimateTM TFF Capsule with OmegaTM 30 K Membrane. Following a buffer exchange into 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.2, the samples were filtered with a 0.2 µm syringe filter (Pall, Port Washington, NY, USA). The naïve mAb was treated as the conjugate formulations but without addition of a dye. Concentration and degree of labeling (DOL) were measured with a Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA) and the concentration was calculated according to Equation IV-1. The antibody conjugates and the naïve mAb were stored under light protection at 2-8 °C. To achieve the target formulation buffer, the samples were dialyzed with Vivaspin 20 tubes with a 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff polyethersulfone membrane (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Göttingen, Germany) into 10 mM phosphate or histidine at pH 6.5 and 7.2, with 145 mM sodium chloride or 7 % sucrose (Table IV- 2). The pH was adjusted with 1 M hydrogen chloride or sodium hydroxide standard volumetric solutions (AppliChem GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany), the samples were filtrated with 0.2 μm and the protein concentration was determined again.  Equation IV-1 Calculation of the protein concentration and degree of labeling [27]. 	
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	 Table IV- 2. Buffers used. buffer name buffer type excipient pH HS 6.5 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose (m/V) 6.5 PN 6.5 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 6.5 PN 7.2 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 7.2  2.3 Mechanical Stability Testing 1.2 mL of the samples at 0.2 mg/mL were filled into 2R vials and were shaken at 500 rpm at 23 °C for 24 h. The samples were analyzed in triplicate. 2.3.1 Visual Inspection Photographs of each sample were taken using the camera Nikon D3500 (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) against a black background.  
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2.3.2 Light Obscuration (LO) LO was measured with the PAMAS SVSS-35 instrument equipped with a HCB-LD-25/25 optical sensor (Partikelmess- und Analysesysteme GmbH, Rutesheim, Germany). The system was flushed with at least 10 mL highly purified water to obtain not more than 30 particles ≥ 1 µm/mL before analysis. Four measurements of 0.2 mL were executed with a pre-run volume of 0.2 mL at a fixed fill, emptying and rinse rate of 10 mL/min. The result of the first of the four measurements was discarded [28]. Particle concentrations were recorded by the PAMAS PMA V 2.1.2.0 software and the samples were analyzed in triplicate. Results of the particle counts were calculated as the mean value of the last three measurements for particles ≥ 1, ≥ 10 and ≥ 25 µm/mL. 2.4 Surface Pressure The surface pressure was assessed with a Micro Trough X Langmuir film balance (Kibron Inc., Helsinki, Finland) using a Teflon multiwell plate. During all measurements, the temperature was set at 21 ± 0.5 °C with an external water bath. After calibrating the film balance with highly purified water, 800 µL of each sample was filled onto the plate and equilibrated for 0.5 h. The surface pressure (π) was recorded, which describes the difference of the surface tension of the solvent minus the surface tension of the solution [29]. Measurements of samples in the concentrations of 0.2, 1 and 2 mg/mL were performed at least in triplicates. 2.5 Adsorption on Silicon Dioxide Surfaces The adsorption of the samples to a silicon dioxide (SiO2) surface was analyzed on a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) apparatus qCellT (3T Analytik GmbH & Co. KG; Tuttlingen, Germany) on SiO2 coated quartz crystal chips (No. 711.05.Si, 3T Analytik GmbH & Co. KG) at 25 °C, using qGraph as software. An exemplary QCM run is shown in Figure SIV- 4. The chip was equilibrated in flow mode with the placebo buffer (10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2). Equilibration was considered to be complete when a stable baseline in frequency ( ±1 Hz within 10 minutes) and damping (±10 Hz within 10 minutes) was reached. 115 µL of 2 mg/mL mAb sample were added to the crystal and equilibrated statically for 2 h. This filling volume was calculated based on the active area of the chip (19.6 mm²; 38.7 µL) in correlation to a filling volume of 1 mL in a vial with a surface of 5.06 cm². About 75 µL were required to compensate the dead volume of the tubing. The samples were analyzed in triplicates. The reversibility of protein adsorption was tested by flushing the chip with placebo buffer. Placebo buffer with 0.05 % SDS and deionized water were used for protein desorption. The system was connected to an Ismatec pump operating at 60 µL/min for placebo and protein samples and at 200 µL/min for desorption media. After each measurement, the SiO2 chip was cleaned with 
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piranha solution (sulfuric acid (99 %): hydrogen peroxide (30 %) 3:1) [30] for 15 minutes using the cleaning device (3T Analytik). The chip was then rinsed with purified water and 50 % ethanol, ultrasonicated for 3 minutes, rinsed with purified water and dried with filtrated air.  The adsorption of protein to the quartz chip was calculated as adsorbed mass (Δm) via the frequency shift (ΔF), the QCM specific constant (C) and the active area of the chip (A). Therefore, the Sauerbrey equation was modified from [30] with the QCM specific constant from 3T Analytik GmbH & Co. KG [31] used to calculate the adsorbed mass, which is shown in Equation IV-2.   Equation IV-2: Modified Sauerbrey equation:  ∆m = ∆F ∙ CA  QCM constant:  C = 0.86 BCDE Active area:  A = 19.6	mm²  The viscoelastic properties of the adsorbed mass layer on the chip were calculated using Equation IV-3 to evaluate the quotient of damping (Γ) and frequency (f) shifts [32]. The indices 2 and 1 represent the damping and frequency values of the protein sample for the first buffer run and second buffer run, respectively. Equation IV-3: Evaluation of viscoelastic properties with obtained damping signal Γ and frequency signal f: ∆Γ∆f = KΓ − ΓLf − fL K  2.6 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) DLS measurements were performed in 96-well plates (Corning® Costar®, Corning Inc., Corning, NY, US) using a Zetasizer APS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). Each well was measured in triplicate with 20 acquisitions of 2 s per well. The temperature was ramped between 20 and 85 °C in 5 °C steps with a scan rate of about 60 °C/h and an equilibration time of 120 s. The refractive index and viscosity values used to calculate the diffusion coefficient and the derived hydrodynamic radius (rh) via the Stokes-Einstein equation, are shown in Table IV- 3.   
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Table IV- 3: Refractive indices and viscosities for the buffers used for DLS temperature ramps.  Refractive index Viscosity [mPa*s] Phos NaCl 1.333 1.051 Phos Suc 1.339 1.639 His NaCl 1.335 1.154 His Suc 1.342 1.354  Seven concentrations between 0.2 and 10 mg/mL were measured for each sample. The kD and ∗  values were calculated manually as described in Chapter III [33, 34]. Below 60 °C, outliers were removed. To analyze the colloidal stability at room temperature, only the results for 25 °C were used in this study.    
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3 RESULTS 3.1 Mechanical Stability of Antibody Conjugates To investigate the susceptibility of the naïve mAb and mAb conjugate formulations to mechanical stress, these were shaken at 500 rpm for 24 h at 23 °C. The two pH values of 6.5 and 7.2 were selected to evaluate the samples at conditions relevant for protein formulations and to cover conditions at and close to the pI. The pI of the naïve mAb is at 7.6 - 8.0, mAb DEAC exhibits a pI of 7.0 - 8.0, in contrast to mAb Fl and mAb Eo with a broader pI distribution varying from 5.3 – 7.4 (Chapter III). Thus, whereas the naïve mAb and mAb DEAC are positively net charged at pH 6.5, mAb Fl and mAb Eo are slightly negatively net charged at pH 7.2. Visible particles were not noticed before and after mechanical stress, (Figure SIV- 1). The mAb Eo formulations were turbid after mechanical stress. Before the stress, the number of subvisible particles ≥ 1 µm/mL was similarly low for mAb and mAb conjugates                    (Figure IV- 1). Upon mechanical stress, the number of particles did not increase for the reference mAb. For the mAb conjugates, the number of subvisible particles ≥ 1 µm/mL increased, especially for mAb Eo. 
 Figure IV- 1: Number of subvisible particles ≥ 1 µm/mL of mAb and mAb conjugates in PBS buffer pH 6.5 and 7.2 before (t0, black bars) and after 24 h of stressing at 500 rpm (mech. stress, grey bars) (* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001). The mAb conjugates can be ranked in the order of mAb Fl > mAb DEAC > mAb Eo in terms of stability against mechanical stress. The numbers of particles ≥ 10 and ≥ 25 µm/mL were comparable for all 
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samples before the stress and were not significantly increased after the stressing (Figure SIV- 2 and Figure SIV- 3). All particle numbers were well below the critical limits described in the Ph.Eur. [35].   3.2 Adsorption of MAb Conjugates to Silica Surfaces QCM is a sensitive method to study protein adsorption and viscoelasticity at solid surfaces [36, 37]. SiO2 chips imitate the glass vial surface [38]. An exemplary QCM run is displayed in Figure SIV- 4. The frequency shifts of total adsorbed protein ranged from 130 Hz to 210 Hz (Table SIV- 1). Calculations with the Sauerbrey equation revealed that at pH 7.2, about 8 mg/m2 of the naïve mAb adsorb to the SiO2 surface (Figure IV- 2). For a homogenous IgG layer, this corresponds to a layer thickness of about 6 nm, applying a density of 1.35 g/cm3 for IgG. 19 % of the adsorbed naïve mAb was desorbed upon rinsing with PBS buffer, indicating that this amount was reversibly adsorbed to the surface. Whereas less mAb Fl and mAb Eo adsorbed compared to the naïve mAb, the adsorbed mass was increased for mAb DEAC up to 9.1 mg/m2. Approx. 13 % of mAb DEAC and mAb Eo were bound reversibly, whereas 17 % mAb Fl was bound reversibly.  
 Figure IV- 2: Adsorbed mass and layer thickness of mAb and mAb conjugate formulations (in 10 mM phosphate with 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2) to SiO2 chips. As an indication for the viscoelastic behavior of antibodies, the rigidity of the adsorbed protein layers can be calculated by the quotient of damping and frequency shift. The higher the rigidity is, the more viscous is the adsorbed layer [32]. The rigidity quotient was 0.13 for the naïve mAb (Figure IV- 3). For the mAb conjugates, the rigidity was decreased to 0.10. For all samples, but mAb Eo, the rigidity 
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decreased upon desorption. Overall, all samples formed a rigid, elastic adsorbed layer on the hydrophilic SiO2 surface. 
 Figure IV- 3: Rigidity quotient (ΔΓ/Δf) of mAb and mAb conjugate formulations in 10 mM phosphate with 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2 on SiO2 chip.  3.3 Surface Pressure of MAb Conjugates The measurements indicate an increase of surface pressure at the air-liquid interface with increasing concentration (Figure IV- 4). Around 2 mg/mL a plateau is reached, which has been described previously [16]. For the naïve mAb at pH 6.5, the surface pressure was 10 mN/m at 0.2 mg/mL, which increased up to 16 mN/m for 2 mg/mL. MAb Eo and mAb Fl behaved overall similar to the naïve mAb. However, for mAb Eo at pH 6.5 the surface pressure was significantly lower. In contrast, the mAb DEAC samples exhibited higher surface pressure values compared to the naïve mAb.  Already at 0.2 mg/mL rather high surface pressure values of approx. 16 mN/m and 14 mN/M were found at pH 6.5 and 7.2, respectively. The equilibrium appears to be reached at lower concentration compared to the other molecules tested as at 1 and 2 mg/mL identical surface pressure values of approx. 20 mN/m and 16.5 mN/m were obtained for pH 6.5 and 7.2, respectively. The values at pH 6.5 of 20 mN/m reflect the highest of all samples. 
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 Figure IV- 4: Surface pressure of mAb and mAb conjugates in 10 mM phosphate with 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 6.5 and 7.2 (* p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001).  3.4 Protein-Protein Interactions of MAb Conjugates The ∗ 	values at 25 °C are summarized in Figure IV- 5. Attractive protein-protein interactions are displayed by negative ∗ , values and positive values reveal repulsive interactions [34, 39]. For the naïve mAb, ∗  was slightly negative at pH 6.5 and showed slightly positive values for pH 7.2 but with a higher standard deviation. Negative values, and hence attractive net interactions were determined for mAb DEAC in both buffers. In contrast, mAb Fl and mAb Eo displayed negative values at pH 7.2 and positive ones for pH 6.5, implying repulsive protein interactions at the lower pH, at which they are closer to their pI. 
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 Figure IV- 5: Apparent osmotic second virial coefficient (+,∗ ) at 25 °C for the naïve mAb (mAb), mAb Fluorescein (mAb Fl), mAb DEAC (mAb DEAC) and mAb Eosin (mAb Eo) at PBS buffer pH 6.5 and 7.2, respectively.   
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4 DISCUSSION In this study, we demonstrate that the stability against shaking stress of mAb conjugates is significantly decreased compared to the naïve mAb. We analyzed the adsorption to silica as well as air and studied protein-protein-interactions to explain this behavior. 4.1 Mechanical Stability of Antibody Conjugates The mechanical stress proteins encounter during manufacturing and shipment is known to primarily induce physical degradation [9, 40]. As previous reports demonstrated that agitation of an IgG leads mainly to the formation of insoluble aggregates [41, 42], this study focused on particle formation. After the mechanical stress, visible particles were evident for mAb Eo formulations. Moreover, the number of subvisible particles for ≥ 1 µm/mL increased for the mAb conjugates. The stability of mAb conjugates against mechanical stress declined in the order mAb Fl > mAb DEAC > mAb Eo. Particle formation was similar at both pH 6.5 and 7.2 most likely because the NaCl present in the formulations shields the charges, which are essential for repulsive interactions. Fluorescein and Eosin are both triaryl methane dyes, of which Eosin is more hydrophobic. Fluorescein and DEAC exhibit a similar hydrophobicity, but DEAC is charged differently. Fluorescein and Eosin introduce negative charges upon conjugation at the pH values tested, whereas DEAC is neutrally charged and does not alter the pI significantly. Considering the charge shielding effect of the NaCl added, the highest susceptibility of the Eosin conjugate can be referred to the most pronounced increase in hydrophobicity. Particle formation has been observed after mechanical stress testing of cetuximab [43, 44]. Lahlou et al. claim that biexponential aggregation in the phosphate buffer occurred upon the exposure of the antibody to the air-liquid interface [44]. A surfactant may reduce the generation of particles notably [9, 41, 45, 46], but this was not the focus of this study. Agitation may induce aggregation and particle formation through nucleation at the continuously regenerated air-water or air-container interface [9, 47-49]. Furthermore, protein-protein interactions in solution have been correlated with protein aggregation [50]. Another possibility are aggregation hot spots, which are described to be highly hydrophobic, lack charges and form beta sheets with adjacent strands [51].  4.2 Adsorption Behavior of MAb Conjugates  The higher particle numbers obtained for the mAb conjugates compared to the naïve mAb may result from an altered adsorption behavior. Antibodies are amphiphilic and hence adsorb to the air-liquid interface or to the container [15, 16, 49, 52-54]. The hydrophobic moiety of the mAb conjugates could 
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enhance the adsorption and lead to an increased number of aggregates. The adsorption to the air-liquid interface and SiO2, the main component of the glass vial surface, were analyzed.  At pH 7.2, about 8 mg/m2 of the naïve mAb absorb to the hydrophilic, markedly negatively charged SiO2 surface [55-57]. MAb Fl and mAb Eo displayed slightly lower, mAb DEAC slightly higher adsorption values. Overall, the adsorbed amounts compare well to literature [53, 57, 58]. The rigidity quotient indicates that the protein film is mostly rigid and elastic in nature [32, 59]. MAb Eo formed a softer, more viscoelastic film after rinsing, pointing to increased hydration and possibly a higher tendency to unfolding [60]. Different charges of the absorbent and surface should increase adsorption [54, 57, 61]. At pH 7.2, the parent mAb and mAb DEAC are slightly positively charged, whereas mAb Fl and mAb Eo are at the upper end of their pI (5.3-7.4). Hence, mAb Fl and mAb Eo are neutrally to negatively charged at this pH, which may explain the lower amounts adsorbed to the negatively charged SiO2 surface. As “soft” proteins, i.e. of low internal stability, mAbs may even adsorb at repelling surfaces due to an increased conformational entropy upon adsorption [53]. At the pI, adsorption is considered to be most pronounced due to reduced repulsion amongst the adsorbed molecules [21, 62]. Again, the effect of pH, surface and protein charge may be less important in our study due to the high ionic strength and charge shielding. As the naïve mAb and mAb DEAC carry close to no net charge, the adsorption may be more affected by hydrophobic interactions. Furthermore, SiO2 is not entirely hydrophilic [57]. Thus, the addition of hydrophobic payloads may induce a different adsorption behavior to surfaces compared to the parent mAb. Protein adsorption to the air-liquid interface in combination with compression, decompression and disruption is known to be the main contribution to protein instability upon shaking [9, 15, 49, 63, 64]. The surface pressure resulting from cetuximab adsorption is comparable to literature [63, 65]. No differences became evident between the naïve mAb and mAb Fl. The surface adsorption was only slightly decreased at pH 6.5 for mAb Eo, but increased for mAb DEAC. Thus, both the charge effect of the payloads as well as the hydrophobicity influence the adsorption behavior. Brych et al. suggested that particle formation upon agitation of IgG may occur due to reduced disulfide bond formation at the air-liquid interface [41], which fails to explain the differences between cetuximab and its conjugates.  4.3 Protein-Protein Interactions of MAb Conjugates Recent studies indicate that the formation of particles upon shaking of mAb formulations is strongly related to the interaction parameter between protein molecules. As the compressed protein film at the air-liquid interface gets decompressed or disrupted, this region of highly concentrated clustered protein molecules can either dissolve to the monomeric state or particles may sustain and disperse in 
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the bulk [15]. Attractive protein-protein interactions hereby foster the formation of particles. Overall, the hydrophobic payload may contribute to stronger hydrophobic interactions. In addition, the high salt content of the formulation shields the electrostatic interactions. At 25 °C, the negative 	∗  values indicate net attraction for cetuximab at pH 6.5, mAb DEAC at both pH values and mAb Fl and mAb Eo at pH 7.2. For the sample with the most pronounced particle generation upon shaking, mAb Eo pH 6.5, slightly repulsive interactions were found. Moreover, the naïve mAb and mAb DEAC carry slightly positive net charges at pH 6.5, in contrast to mAb Fl and mAb Eo. One reason for the missing correlation between particle formation and ∗  may be that the ∗  determined at low concentration in the bulk does not adequately reflect the interactions in the highly concentrated interfacial film. Similarly, Ghazvini et al. found no correlation between colloidal stability and particle formation after mechanical stress [49].    
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5 CONCLUSION Agitation of antibody conjugates led to significantly increased particle formation compared to the naïve mAb. For mAb DEAC, which carries the same charge as the naïve mAb, particle formation can be related to an increased adsorption at the interface. The hydrophobicity of the attached dyes was not indicative for adsorption to a surface or mechanical instability. Moreover, attractive protein-protein interactions did not directly correlate to particle formation. mAb Eosin displayed the most sub-visible and visible particles after mechanical stress and had the most flexible, soft adsorbed film on SiO2. Thus, the effect a payload has on ADC stability is difficult to forecast as protein-protein interactions and behavior at the interfaces are altered and possibly aggregation hot-spots are formed during conjugation.  6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We thank Coriolis Pharma (Martinsried, Germany) for the possibility to use the Zetasizer APS. Moreover, we are grateful for the excellently conducted experiments Nicole Popp and Ivonne Seifert have performed during their Master’s projects.    
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8 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION  sample pH t0 mech. stress mAb 6.5 
   7.2 
  mAb Fl 6.5 
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  mAb DEAC 6.5 
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mAb Eo 6.5 
   7.2 
  Figure SIV- 1: Photographs of the mAb samples in vials before (t0) and after mechanical stress (mech. stress) for 24 h, 500 rpm, 23 °C.  
 Figure SIV- 2: Number of subvisible particles ≥ 10 µm/mL of mAb and mAb conjugates in PBS buffer pH 6.5 and 7.2 before (t0, black bars) and after 24 h of stressing at 500 rpm (mech. stress, grey bars). 
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 Figure SIV- 3: Number of subvisible particles ≥ 25 µm/mL of mAb and mAb conjugates in PBS buffer pH 6.5 and 7.2 before (t0, black bars) and after 24 h of stressing at 500 rpm (mech. stress, grey bars). 
 Figure SIV- 4: Representative QCM for mAb Eo on a SiO2 chip.   
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Table SIV- 1: QCM frequency shifts upon adsorption of mAb samples in 10 mM phosphate with 145 mM NaCl PBS buffer pH 7.2 to SiO2. 
  
Sample Frequency shift [Hz] total adsorbed irreversibly adsorbed mAb 182.3 ± 15.7 148.0 ± 21.6 mAb Fl 132.0 ± 26.9 108.7 ± 28.3 mAb DEAC 208.0 ± 14.0 180.7± 8.3 mAb Eo 148.3 ± 27.0 129.2± 44.3 
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CHAPTER V:  INTERACTIONS OF MAB CONJUGATES WITH PLASMA  1 INTRODUCTION Protein aggregates may be present in the drug product but may also form upon mixing with the physiological fluid in the patient’s bloodstream after application of the drug [1-4]. This phenomenon is rarely studied for ADCs [5]. Tudor Arvinte et al. have described light microscopy as a method to probe the interaction of the drug product and the respective mAbs with human plasma [6]. We used this method to test whether the ADC model payloads NHS-Fluorescein (5/6-carboxyfluorescein, succinimidyl ester), DEAC-SE (7-diethylamino-coumarin-3 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester) and Eosin-ITC (Eosin-5-isothiocyanate) induce aggregation in human plasma.   2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 2.1 Preparation of Antibody Conjugates The conjugation was performed as described in Chapter III. In brief, the fluorescent dyes were dissolved in DMSO (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA) at 10 mg/mL and added to cetuximab as described in Table V - 1.  Table V - 1: Conjugation conditions of the fluorescent dyes to the mAb. Fluorescent Dye Supplier Conj. Name  5/6-carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA mAb Fl 7-diethylaminocoumarin-3-carboxylic acid succinimidyl ester Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA mAb DEAC Eosin-5-isothiocyanate ThermoFisher Scientific mAb Eo  The unconjugated dye and organic solvents were removed using a MinimateTM TFF Capsule with OmegaTM 30 K Membrane. The antibody conjugates and the naïve mAb were stored under light 
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protection at 2-8 °C. To achieve the target formulation buffer, the samples were dialyzed with Vivaspin 20 tubes with a 30 kDa molecular weight cutoff polyethersulfone membrane (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Göttingen, Germany) into the buffers indicated in Table V - 2.  Table V - 2: Buffers used. Buffer Excipient pH 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose (m/V) 6.5 10 mM phosphate - 7.2 10 mM phosphate 145 mM NaCl 7.2   2.2 Interactions with Plasma The mAb and mAb conjugate samples were tested in 10 mM histidine with 7 % sucrose (m/V) pH 6.5 and 10 mM phosphate with 145 mM PBS buffer pH 7.2. A 10 mg/mL stock solution in 10 mM phosphate pH 7.2 was diluted to 1 mg/mL with a dextrose solution to reach a final concentration of 5 % dextrose. 2.5 µL of 1 mg/mL of the naïve mAb or mAb conjugates were pipetted into a FastRead 102TM slide (Immune Systems) and 2.5 µL of fresh frozen human plasma, filtered through a 0.45 µm filter, were added [6]. The plasma was kindly donated by the Blutdepot of the LMU Klinikum. Interactions were monitored using the light microscope Keyence VHX-500F (Keyence GmbH, Neu-Isenburg, Germany) at 30x or 150x magnification. Herceptin® (Roche Registration Limited, Welwyn Garden City, United Kingdom) was purchased in a local pharmacy. After reconstitution, the solution contained 21 mg/mL trastuzumab, L-histidine hydrochloride, L-histidine, polysorbate 20 and α,α-trehalose dehydrate. Herceptin® was buffer exchanged with Protein A chromatography to remove polysorbate 20.    
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Precipitation of mAbs upon parenteral application can be detected by analyzing mixtures of the samples with human plasma using a light microscope. The Herceptin® in 5 % dextrose control showed aggregation at the compact mixing region as described in literature [6] (Figure V - 1A). These aggregates were comprised of the mAb with plasma proteins, in particular with complement proteins. Hence, the aggregation of mAbs in plasma has been explained by the interaction of the mAb with the proteins of the plasma [7]. Typically for infusion settings, 5 % dextrose or 0.9 % NaCl are used, which was simulated in this study. PBS buffer pH 7.2 and 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose pH 6.5 were used to symbolize injections. None of the mAb conjugates nor the naïve mAb showed aggregate formation upon mixing with human plasma (Figure V - 1 and Figure V - 2).             
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Figure V - 1: Decolorized light microscopy pictures of human plasma mixed with 5 % dextrose solutions of 1 mg/mL Herceptin® (A, B), naïve mAb (C), mAb Fl (D), mAb DEAC (E) and mAb Eo (F). One square has a size of 250 µm * 250 µm. Pictures are shown at 30x (A, C, D, E, F) or 150x (B) magnification.  
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                                     Figure V - 2: Decolorized light microscopy pictures of human plasma mixed with naïve mAb (A,B), mAb Fl (C,D), mAb DEAC (E,F) and mAb Eo (G,H) in PBS buffer pH 7.2 (left column) and 10 mM histidine 7 % sucrose pH 6.5 (right column), respectively. 1.0 mg/mL mAb solutions were mixed with human plasma. One square has a size of 250 µm * 250 µm. Pictures are shown at 30x magnification.  
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4 CONCLUSION In this study we tested the interaction of human plasma with Herceptin® and our mAb conjugates in vitro. Cetuximab and the three model conjugates formulated in 5 % dextrose, PBS or histidine sucrose buffer did not display any aggregation with human plasma.  5 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS We appreciate the kind donation of fresh frozen plasma by the Blutdepot of the LMU München, Klinikum Großhadern.   
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CHAPTER VI:  SUMMARY OF THIS THESIS  Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) combine the advantages of high target specificity and efficacious target cell destruction. This exciting possibility has led to a constant increase in the number of constructs in research and development. Linkage and hydrophobic payload induce more complexity beyond the already high challenges of the antibody molecule. The currently available information on ADC stability and formulation was presented in Chapter 1. The aim of this thesis was to analyze how the hydrophobic payload and its coupling to the antibody change the stability of the parent antibody.  Although four ADCs have reached market approval and stability studies for ADCs must be widely implemented in industry, the published knowledge is very limited or dealt as proprietary know-how. Chapter 3 aims to shed some light on the conformational and colloidal stability of ADCs. Three different non-toxic fluorescent dyes with similar characteristics as an ADC payload were coupled via the lysine residues of a therapeutic IgG1 antibody at payload to antibody ratios between 0 and 4. Negative charges of two of the fluorescent dyes (Fluorescein and Eosin) strongly decreased the isoelectric point with 4 payload molecules coupled per antibody. The other fluorescent dye, DEAC, only slightly decreased the isoelectric point, carrying a neutral charge compared to the positive charge of the lysine at the formulation relevant pH conditions. All antibody conjugates exhibited a broad distribution in the number of isoforms. The conformational stability was slightly decreased for the antibody conjugates, especially for the conjugates with an additional negative charge. The formulation strongly influenced the colloidal stability in terms of aggregation temperatures and apparent osmotic second virial coefficient. The colloidal stability was significantly decreased for the conjugates. To correlate these parameters with long-term stability data, liquid samples were stored for 6 months at 2-8, 25 and 40 °C. Aggregation and to some extent particle formation were induced upon conjugation of the antibody. This confirmed that the degree of destabilization was more related to changes in charges than to hydrophobicity of the fluorescent dyes. Different to the parent mAb, antibody conjugates were more stable in histidine/sucrose buffer compared to phosphate/sodium chloride buffer. This accentuates the necessity to develop stable formulations based on the ADC not the parent mAb.  Proteins are not only destabilized by temperature, but also e.g. through mechanical stress or contact with surfaces. The instability of the model mAb conjugates compared to the naïve mAb was studied in Chapter 4. Agitation led to significantly increased particle numbers for the antibody conjugates 
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compared to the parent antibody. The most hydrophobic payload, Eosin, led to the greatest extent of particle formation. In contrast to the colloidal stability, the mechanical stability was decreased for the mAb DEAC conjugate as well. During agitation in a vial with headspace, the protein film at the air-liquid is constantly compressed, decompressed and regenerated. Protein adsorption to the interfaces was expected to be affected by the hydrophobic nature of the attached dyes. As an increase in adsorption to the air-liquid and the liquid-container interfaces was seen for mAb DEAC, particles formed after agitation can be related to the added hydrophobicity of the DEAC, a coumarin derivative. mAb Fluorescein and mAb Eosin did not show an increased adsorption to the air-liquid and liquid-container interfaces, but an increase in subvisible particles after agitation. At the pH values tested, Fluorescein and Eosin introduced negative charges and hydrophobicity to the mAb after coupling, which can both influence the adsorption on the charged interfaces. Hence, for the mAb conjugates, the negative charges had a more significant impact on adsorption behavior than hydrophobicity. On an SiO2 surface, mAb Eosin showed an increased hydration and possibly a higher tendency to unfolding, which may explain the highest particle numbers. Attractive protein-protein interactions did not correlate with particle formation. Finally, upon injection to the human body, the product will encounter human plasma. If aggregates form in the patient’s bloodstream, immunogenic reactions may occur. Chapter 5 showed that the antibody conjugates and the naïve antibody did not reveal any aggregation in human plasma. In conclusion, this work provided useful insights into the physicochemical characteristics of ADCs, which are strongly dependent on the chosen payload. The use of three different model payloads demonstrated that hydrophobicity, as well as added charge, decreased the thermal and mechanical stability of the mAb conjugates compared to the parent mAb. In future investigations, the effect of the linker on ADC stability should also be considered. The knowledge on the effect of payloads on ADC stability obtained in this thesis can make a substantial contribution to develop stable drug products for the numerous upcoming ADCs.   
